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CALLED TO SEE YOU
WANTS TO SEE YOU
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WHILE YOU WERE OUT
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Dear Sir?
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-

U. WADE HEAD, PRO J. DIR.,
COLORADO RIVER RELOCATION PROJECT, 

POSTOI’, ARI00NA

November 25,

Secretary should issue release correcting erroneous impressions 
appearing in press. Suggest you submit narrative and interpre
tative report immediately. Conference V7RA this morning Poston 
program. Relieve you are preparing overall statement. This should 
cover eight points. One basic housing for evacuees two basic 
administrative facilities—hospitals, sanitation, power, water 
three schools and adminisitrative quarters four agricultural 
subsistence plants— poultry, hogs, milk houses five subsistence 
industrial plants— fabricating articles for project six 1-nd 
subjugation irrigation seven community buildings, churches, can
teens eight war plants— m- nufacture articles war needs/ Uni er 
four you are revising certain projects, am not sure you contem
plate anything under five, seven, eight. If report has progres
sed too far to be reorganized according this outline tr remit 
it as is. Lionel perkins writes commissioner you have not 
act d on reouest payment Rochdale institute contract, This 
should be handled immediately.

Western Union Telegraph Company 
Washington, D.C.

Please send the following, night letter, chargeable to 
the fund 1435920, Working Fund, Interior, Indians (Emergency 
liana gement, War Relocation Authority, National Defense) 1943:
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cratie form of goveraioant! 
fellow evacuee rosidente.
early settlement.

The issue is not "Strike or no strike57, but whether Poston resi
dents beliovo in, are capable of and shall jsaintain law and order under a decGO-

V/o aye in active sympathy with the problem of our
Jo ar© now doing our utmost to help bring about an

THS PEOPLE OF P03TJH II STATES
ITS CASE

!
■ Il

• I

■.

A state of strike in Poston Two is not recognized, nor accepted at 
thia time by the Poston Conmunity Council and the Ponton Congrocs now meeting 
in era&rgency sessions. By overwhelming popular vote, oloveu blocks of thio 
unit have already accorded the Community Council and the Poston Connunity Con- 
crees full confidence.

initiated by the Comunity Council, the preamt Congress is composed 
of a membership which includes the following recognized representatives! a 
councilman, advisor, and block manager with his assistant from each block, the 
Eair Practice Board members, and heads of works divisions. To retain tho ob- 
jectives of representing only the welfare and interest of the residents, the 
block managers have expressly boon relieved of their direct responsibility to 
tho project director of this unit while acting as Giembers of thia Congress.

! S

The case for tho people of Poston Tao is chronologically stated: The 
source of tho present repercussions at Unit Ono arises from the series of beat
ings and attempted attack, culminating in tho recent severe battery and maiming 
of Kay Niehimura. Surging tho troubles were tho extremely irritable circumstan
ces and conditions; tho indiscriminate forced evacuation and concentration of 
all those of Japanese ancestry rogardlose of citizenship or affiliations, and 
particularly tho extremely depressing locations, heat, dust, hardships, sacri- 
ficon, onumorablo shortages, and short coinings, disruption of normal life; the 
wholosale shattering of ideals, lead many to a state of desperation; confusions 
by multiple changes, long delays in the payment of tokon and nominal cash ad
vances, clothing allowancea, and othor rogrottablo circumstances aggravated the 
matters. The immsdlate incident is tho arrest and confineoent of George Pujii 
and Isamu Uchida on Sunday, Novembor IS. Since their arrest and confinement, 
Mr. George Fuji! has now boen released on grounds of insufficient evidence al
though investigation has not been ootnplotod and Mr. Isamu Uchida, we are advised, 
has boon chargod by tho project head with assault with a deadly weapon. The con
finement of popular Mr. Uchida brought about a strong reaction expressed in mass 
demonstration, and doaand was made upon tho projoot director of his unconditional 
roleuso. Failing to succeed in thio demand the Council and Block Managers re
signod from office and tho deconstration and ettormination of the masses desiring 
tho release of Mr. Uchida increased and became more demonstrative. Ito cognising 
that a serious situation was becoming core so in Unit Ono, and at the request 
of Unit Ono representatives, our Council and tho Block Managers were met in an ocser- 
goncy session. Thursday, November 19, they were joined in this anxiety by the 
Advisors and Council men from Unit Three who met with thorn. To this meeting Three 
roprasontativos of tho protesting populace of Camp One made their appearance and ’ 
plan. Their speaker outlined the itaaediuto incident, the charge, onnfin^r^nt and 
tho demonstration following tho arrest of Mr. George Fuji! and Mr. Uchida. Fol
lowing tho plea of thoso representatives, they were asked specifically whether 
they, in Unit One, were requesting that wo cooperate with them in a sympathy strik
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The answer of Unit Ono was clearly ”110”. They were asked what Units Two and 
Throe could do to alleviate the situation and aid in this natter. Iho speaker 
for unit Ono stated that that was up to us as Unit Two and Unit Three repre
sentatives. However, he stated that since the Council and Block Managers of 
Unit Ono had resigned, they wore without any organized or recognized bodies 
which could negotiate with tho project director and his staff for an early set
tlement. Thereupon the joint body of Units Two and Three selected two □embers 
from oach of the following groups; block managers, councilman, and advisors of 
each unit, making a committee of twelve in all who were to negotiate a peaceful 
settlement of this problem with tho project staff. They were inmediatoly dis
patched for that purpose to Camp Ono. Prior to their departure, Mr. Evans, the 
then acting director, was contacted and tho group were informed that an announce
ment was about to be made to a committee of 72 at Unit One in regards to this 
case, tho announcement being in main that Mr. Fuji! was being released and the 
fact that -t. Uchida was being charged with assault with deadly weapon before 
Superior Court of Arizona, Yuma County, where ho would be accorded a fair tifel. 
Since the negotiating group felt that such an announcement would stij.1 be un
satisfactory to tho protestants at Unit One, they wont before the Unit people's 
committee of 72 and after relating th© pica of their representative, announced 
that the negotiating committee had cow to endeavor for an amicable settlement 
for them. The people's connittee acclaimed and entrusted our Joint coanitteo 
to negotiate. After a series of conferences and securing no changes from the 
announcement determined upon by the project staff, tho negotiating committee 
presented their situation to tho executive committoe of tho protesting croup, 
and tho meeting thon wont into the general announcement by tho project director 
of tho release of George Fuji! and the charge upon Mr. Uchida. The announce
ment was not accepted v/ith favor by the group and the negotiators having failed 
to bring about the meeting of the minds between tho project director and the 
protestants, they returned to their respective units to await further results 
and expecting information on developments from Unit One. The following day 
after waiting until approximately two o'clock Friday, November 20, Block Llina- 
gere and certain Councilman and Advisors, fooling anxiety, requested that a 
small limited delegation again ondoavor to sottlo the strike situation and mass 
demonstration at Unit Ono. They had a personal representative consult with the pro
ject staff and securing the confidence of tho project staff was able to present 
to the people of Unit One, tho following proposition if they would make it to 
tho project dii’octors that Mr, Isamu Uchida bo released imzisdiataly upon tho 
condition that the residents of the Poston Community composed of the evacuees 
only, would give Hr. Uchida a fair trial upon the charges instituted by the 
Chief of Internal Security. The reaction to such a proposition with the assur
ance of acceptance by tho project director was very favorably received by the 
central executive committee of the strikers who were at their office. However, 
they folt that since they wore a limited number and since it was a change from 
their original demand, they would like to share this responsibility with the 
block representatives in this mass movement. Therefore, the committee of 72 
was called in for immediate session. The proposition was thereupon repeated to 
them. Meanwhile, Number Three Unit also being advised of this new and final pos
sibility for negotiation, also expressed that they would suspend any action pend
ing Unit One's acceptance of this new term. Tho first voto taken of this group 
of 72 to Unit One was overwhelmingly in favor. A few ware determined to proceed 
under the original demand of unconditional release. After several speeches by 
ita members, it finally determined that they would take a plebicite of their re
spective blocks in deference to tho work and deiionstration made by the paoplo u^
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to that time. Tho answer and th© result of the plebicite was to be made in a 
meeting to bo held on Saturday, November 21, at 10 o’clock A.M. Therefore, The 
negotiating committee from Unit Two returned late that Firday night to report in 
detail the matter to the Supervisor of Block Managers, who in turn advised each 
of the Block Managers immediately.

Lato that night, a certain group from a certain block wont around the 
blocks, ringing messhall bells and asking the residents to arouse themselves to 
a meeting at the Cottonwood Bowl. To those gathered at the Cottonwood Bowl, tho 
sponsoring group made an announceraent of tho progress of the case only up to the 
negotiations which had failed on Thursday. The Speaker stated Camp Three was al
ready on sympathy strike. Strike was called for here and with tho acclaim of the 
group sponsoring euch movement, it was also claimed for Unit Two, and certain 
groups from the same body went to Unit One and Three to publish this fact. On 
Saturday morning, November 21, at a regularly called meeting of the Block Managers, 
Fair Practice Board, heads of departments, Councihaen and advisors of Unit Two, a 
report in full was made of the progress of the negotiations and tho fact that fur
ther action would necessarily have to wait the definite reply from Unit One which 
would be gathered at their ten o’clock mooting. During tnis meeting Unit Three 
announced that they wore not on strike and rejected the statements made in the 
Cottonwood Bowl tho previous night. Although tho morning passed and contact was 
laado several times, no reply on whether Unit One had accosted the final negotia
tion terms was made known. Meanwhile, tho same group sponsoring the meeting at 
the Cottonwood Bowl the previous night came en masse and requested that the reports 
of tho recent negotiations bo made before the body and to which it was agreed. In 
the afternoon, therefore, a report was made at this open meeting which was spon
sored by Block 211. At that meeting, a representative from Unit One, lod by Mr. 
Nagai, made a speech which did not reply to tho negotiation, but indicated that 
situation was such that we should go on sympathy strike. This mass meeting was 
steered for a strike movement. All opposition was squelched effectively. The 
CounciImon of Unit Two, Advisors together with tho Block Managers, the Fair Prac
tice Board and tho department heads met immediately in the Personnel Messhall to 
consider their reaction to this Cottonwood Bowl demonstration. It was agreed that 
a survey would bo made and ballots taken on tho popular wish of the people through 
their respective blocks and with that in mind the body retired to the evening af
ter supper. At that following mooting it was revealed that definitely at least 
niuo blocks were not in favor of the strike as outlined in either meeting at the 
Cottonwood Bowl and two blocks had no survey yot and, therefore, voted in favor of 
continuing tho organizod bodies of thia unit. On the following day, .Sunday, Nov
ember 22, the same group of representatives mt and determined that for this emer
gency period, this body would constitute itself as a Poston Two Community Congress 
and represent tho popular will and the self-govornment, of its people. It returned 
a definite report that an uncoorced secret ballot revealed that residents of eleven 
blocks voted full confidence to the organized and now existing solf-^vornuont bod
ies and against recognition of strike in the form as called by the present sponsors 
of this strike movement.

Tho chronological detail is presented solely for the purpose of clarify
ing those to whom it may concern that the issue is not one of strike or no strike, 
but one of belief and practice in self-gpvernment in a democratic manner. Parti
cularly doos tho Community Congress condemn tho manner in which the meetings at 
tho Cottonwood Bowl were conducted wherein no accord was given the opposing views 
and wherein speakers seeking to osvpross views contrary to strike were overenthu- 
alustically and vulgarly cajoled. Tho Congress of Unit Two believes that evoiy 
por-on in Poston Two ie entitled to express his views and to vote on all iaaueo
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just, and complete settlement of the
Since your re-

To the people of Poston Unit One, we repeat our full sympathy and again 
offer our cooperation to aid in the fair, 
difficulties and attain a definite progress in our mutual welfare, 
quest we have vigilantly and actively endaavoi*ed in your behalf.

November

by secret ballot and to bo represented in a duly constituted manner, and that all 
action should ba taken by such a body of representatives properly chosen by demo
cratic moans and procedure. It goes on record as definitely in favor of law and 
order and expresses confidence that tho people of Poston are capable of maintain
ing law and order under their own constituted judicial system, and will execute 
tho responsibilities of such form of government.
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Head - Good morning; Mr. Townsend

Head

Townsend - I don’t blame you for wanting a record of everything I have to say.
Head

Head

Head

Townsend * I think every employee hero should be armed at all times.
Head

I
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Townsend -Yes, I went to Parker in a government car and from there I caught a 
ride with a friend to Los Angeles.

CONVERSATION BETWEEN W. WADE HEAD, PROJECT DIRECTOR, AND H. H. TOWNSEND, 
SUPPLY AND TRANSPORTATION OFFICER, ON DECEMBER 1, 1942.

- I think you have done more harm than good hero ever since you came, 
and in the' past fev. days it has been reported to me that you have 
been frightened ever since arriving, and that you have always 
carried a gun.

* Do you consider that sufficient reason for leaving the project and 
failing your duties during the time of trouble?

Colorado River War Relocation Project 
Poston, Arizona

- Now, Mr. Townsend, you said you were frightened; did’you actually 
see, personally, any signs of violence on the part of the people 
or the destruction of any government property.

f

- If you think that, you absolutely have no business working hare.
This is no place for cowards nor unstable p-jonle. Besides, every 
government employee who places more importance on his own safety 
,than his duty to the government is not fit to work for Uncle Sam.
You were not only disloyal to your job,, you were disloyal to John 
Evans, and disloyalty was displayed before all the project em
ployees when he was in charge and was working under tremendous 
pressure. By the way, did you leave Poston in a government car?

Townsend - Since having time to calm down I realize that- there was no sign of 
violence, and now that the trouble has been settled and I have had 
time to look around, it is easy to see the crov’d must have been 
peaceful all the time and there was no sign of any damage to any 
government property.

Townsend - Good morning, I just got your memorandum and want to discuss it 
with you. Please let me apologize for my actions during the strike. 
I must have been so upset I didn’t realize what I was doing. I was 
afraid that I and the other employees were going to be slaughtered 
by the Japs.

Townsend - I don’t know what I meant. I lost my head I guess. I would have 
done more harm here than’gone (good) in that condition.

- Mr. Townsend, if you do not mind, I am going to have notes kept* on 
this conversation, inasmuch as your actions of the last fev/ days 
have been such that they cause me to doubt your honesty and relia
bility. Do you object? ’ »
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Townsend - I guess I can’t blame you for feeling that v/ay.

Head

Tov.rnsend - I see now that Evans was right; he was level headed.

Head

C~O533-P2-BU-C0S-WP
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- After your actions during this disturbance, 
it is too late in the day for you to change, 
and frank with you, I want you to know you would not have been 
allowed to return to this project had not John Evans recommended 
it . to me, but I am convinced in my own mind that it was a m^stak©>

as far as Irm concerned 
To be perfectly fair

- I am sorry to say this, but never have I been so disappointed 
with a fellow employee as I have been with you. You insisted 
that the Army be called in, not because you thought that was 
best, but because you were afraid. ’’Yellow” is a good word for 
it. That would have been an easy way to settle this thing. Thank 
God, John Evans was not a coward. He displayed real character 
when he refused to follow your and a few other crackpots’ advice. 
I want you and everyone else in tho country to know that John 
Evans has my complete confidence and backing in every decision 
he made while here. If John had thought it was necessary to call 
the Army into Poston to protect government property or human 
lives, he would have done so, but at no time did he feel it was 
necessary. You can see now,-from events, that it wasn’t. Had 
the Army come in, no doubt there would have been some people 
shot. Our government knew what it was doing when it put these 
people here, and you know yourself that the strike wasn’t due to 
anybody in jail, but due to the fact that we had failed to fur
nish some of the minimum necessities of life to them such as 
heating stoves and many other items and we would have been a 
bunch of. cowards in taking advantage of them by marching the 
Army in and having defenseless people shot. There are many 
reasons he could not outline to you why the Army should not have 
been called in; I think it is unnecessary in your case to do it.
I want to point out that the Japanese have many thousands of 
American prisoners and if anything happened here in which the 
Japanese would be shot or otherwise hurt, retaliation would no 
doubt have been taken against the various Americans held as 
Japanese prisoners.

- I am extremely disappointed to find we have had an employee working 
here like you. It is easy to understand why you might have become 
upset, but I cannot understand why you became frightened and fled. 
You had a responsibility to the government to look after its property. 
Vfe have employed you in a responsible position and put our confi
dence in you to carry out that job, then you fail completely; and 
besides, look at the men here with their families who were not 
afraid. Ralph’s wife vias hero alone. She had planned to go to 
Phoenix for the weekend but.when the sitdown strike started, she 
immediately saw that her duty was here, and she stayed. She is 
not a government employee but she is a loyal American. Other mon and 
their wives stayed with their children. To me, just at a time 
when you were most needed, you absolutely failed.



Townsend - Would you like to hove me hand in my resignation?
Head

Head

1
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This is an exact copy of the conversation 
between Mr. W. Wade Head and Mr. H. H* 
Townsend,

S/ Henriette S. Johnson_____
Henriette S. Johnson

Secret.ary to Project Director

- I have no more to say to you except this; you became emotionally 
upset and unstable at the time your services were most needed, so 
you have no business here. Mr. Townsend, in all the years I have 
worked, you are the first employee I have felt it was necessary to 
call a stenographer in to take notes on the conversation, and you 
realize as well as I, why 1 feel this is necessary.

- Personally, I think you should, but probably it will be better 
inasmuch as you are working with Empie, that you discuss the 
matter with him. My personal feeling in this is that although you 
might do a good job in some other position, you are too emotionally 
unstable to work on a project like this. Anyone who will carry a 
gun and who will go around trying to frighten the employees by tell
ing them they are not safe, has no business working here.

Townsend - I wish you could have seen how upset and disturbed I was and I think 
you could see my side.
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Head - Good morning; Mr. Townsend

Head

Townsend - I don’t blame you for wanting a record of everything I have to say.
Head

Head

Head

Townsend * I think every employee here should bo armed at all times.
Head
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- I think you have done more harm than good hero ever since you came, 
and in the past feu days it has been reported to me that you have 
been frightened ever since arriving, and that you have always 
carried a gun.

* Do you consider that sufficient reason for leaving the project and 
failing your duties during the time of trouble?

Townsend •• Yes, I went to Parker in a government car and. from there I caught a 
ride with a friend to Los Angeles.

- Now, Mr. Townsend, you said you were frightened; did you actually 
see, personally, any signs of violence on the part of the people 
or the destruction of any government property.

Colorado River War Relocation Project 
Poston, Arizona

Townsend - Since having time to calm down I realize that there was no sign of 
violence, and now that the trouble has been settled and I have had 
time to look around, it is easy.to see the crowd must have been 
peaceful all the time and there was no sign of any damage to any 
government property.

- If you think that, you absolutely have no business working here.
This is no place for cowards nor unstable people. Besides, every 
government employee who places more importance on his own safety 
than his duty to the government is not fit to work for Uncle Sam. 
You v;ero not only disloyal to your job, you were disloyal to John 
Evans, and disloyalty was displayed before all the project em
ployees when he was in charge and was working under tremendous 
pressure. By the way, did you leave Poston in a government car?

CONVERSATION- BETWEEN W. WADE HEAD, PROJECT DIRECTOR,. AND H. H. TOWNSEND, 
SUPPLY AND TRANSPORTATION OFFICER, ON DECEMBER 1, 1942.

Townsend - Good morning. I just got your memorandum and want to discuss it 
with you. Please.let me apologize for my actions during the strike. 
I must have been so upset I didn’t realize whet I was doing. I was 
afraid that I and the other employees were going to be slaughtered 
by the Japs.

- Mr. Townsend, if you do not mind, I am going tp have notes kept on 
this conversation, inasmuch as your actions of the last few days 
have been such that they cause me to doubt your honesty and relia
bility. Do you object?

Townsend - I don’t know what I meant. I lost my head I guess. I would have 
done more harm here, then gone (good)in that condition.
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Head

Townsend - I guess I can't blame you for feeling that way.

Head

Townsend - I see now that Evans was right; he was level headed.

Head
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- I am sorry to say this, but never have I been so disappointed 
with a fellow employee as I have been with you. You insisted 
that the Army be called in, not because you thought that was 
best, but because you were afraid. ’’Yellow” is a good word for 
it. That would have been an easy way to settle this thing. Thank 
God, John Evans was not a coward. He displayed real character 
when he refused to follow your and a few other crackpots' advice. 
I want you and everyone else in the country to know that John 
Evans has my complete confidence and backing in every decision 
he made while here. If John had thought it was necessary to call 
the Army into Poston to protect government property or human 
lives, he would have done so, but at no time did he feel it was 
necessary. You can see now, from events, that it wasn't. Had 
the Army come in, no doubt there would have been some people 
shot. Our government knew what it was doing when it put these 
people here, and you know yourself that the strike wasn’t due to 
anybody in jail, but due to the fact that we had failed to fur
nish some of the minimum necessities of life to them such as 
heating stoves and many other items and we would have been a 
bunch of. cowards in taking advantage of them by marching the 
Army in and having defenseless people shot. There are many 
reasons he could not outline to you why the Army should not have 
been called in; I think it is unnecessary in your case to do it.
I want to point out that the Japanese have many thousands of 
American prisoners and if anything happened here in which the 
Japanese would be shot or otherwise hurt, retaliation would no 
doubt have been taken against the various Americans held as 
Japanese prisoners.

- I am extremely disappointed to find we have had an employee working 
here like youi . It is easy to understand why you might have become 
upset, but I cannot understand why you became frightened and fled. 
You had a responsibility to the government to look after its property. 
Vie have employed you in a responsible position and put our confi^ 
dence in you to carry out that job, then you fail completely; and 
besides, look at the men here with their families who were not 
afraid. Ralph's wife was here alone. She had planned to go to 
Phoenix for the weekend but when the sitdown strike started, she 
immediately saw that her duty was here, and she stayed. She is 
not a government employee but she is a loyal American. Other mon and 
their wives stayed with their children. To me, just at a time 
when yoa were most needed, you absolutely failed.

- After your actions during this disturbance, as far as Ifm concerned 
it is too late in the day for you to change. To be perfectly fair 
and frank with you, I want you to know you would not have been 
allowed to return to this project had not John Evans recommended 
it to me, but I am convinced in my own mind that it was a m^Lstake*



Townsend - Would you like to hove me hand in my resignation?
Head

how upset and disturbed I was end I thinkTownsend - I wish you could have

Head
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This is an exact copy of4 the conversation 
between Mr. W. Wade Head and Mr. H. H. 
Townsend.

seen 
you could see my side.

S/ Henriette S. Johnson_____
Henriette S. Johnson

Secretary to Project Director

- Personally, I think you should, but probably it will be better 
inasmuch as you are working with Empie, that you discuss the 
matter with him. My personal feeling in this is that although you 
might do a good job in some other position, you are too emotionally 
unstable to work on a project like this. Anyone who will carry a 
gun and who will go around trying to frighten the employees by tell
ing them they are not safe, has no business working here.

- I have no more to say to you except this; you became emotionally 
upset and unstable at tho time your services were most needed, so 
you have no business here. Mr. Townsend, in all the years I have 
worked, you are the first employee I have felt it was necessary to 
call a stenographer into take notes on tho conversation, and you 
realize as well as I, why I feel this is necessary.
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silly ruling in effect no? with the " must. • -i rbr.n^? •. 
can’t uvaca-j octors ua ’!(?/ for the u. ’. ubltr iie.pl th ir- 
vlco? can’t ovud.rj attorneys nuslifv •■■* nrojmt sttornr:?r?

>moc atic self yev-jment is to br sstsblIrh3d, if ?r. 
i'iysr’s liberalism In srovernm nt is 

the pr ‘P.-mt tendency to-var bur?< uc:*• 
' Jwnl that no nor.: laucprlrr ■ - -

It is obvto is that Chi prssunt ,T‘. rulin'* !*• ij sr--’Jm* nr tor r. 
it violates the 14th ■mJ n .-nt of the J. 
plainly states tl.ri; ell citizens shall be 
tlon und - r th? la .

Th?M nre numbers of ev.-rueu.; who c: n nurl’fy m ho can rasa 
r u.,z Oi t •. "•Ivil * 3f*vi * req 11r v ts tr . ha C* qn•* 'Tans m • t
in obtr in'D- their* jobs. You yantlsmen, 1 know, 
t- st.' L- q tub at fsc-3 value, for th? s^ron;: 
naerv—no, 1 do not thine t.hn th? av-ruaes ill rssum * the 
r ?.?ronslblJ Ltv rn th? v.or< or tho r ny that th*v now
i* e in otl.i.:r -ords, ii ;;o ; ^lv. t the •’••• r s th' roes
it' uh; job, you ill .“ut bo tier x'jsulta: than you sr? now 

he Indi am in Indian tervlee, for >xtmplet 
tnrov'h ror.t- r.t 1th • h ? problem from tb^ admin! stralv?

, th ■ r ■ able tc •• . te • • •.• ■ :inderstar Ing to tl 
oth : j IndV n!?.

Thun, hy not 71v- thJ ^vscue? cltl* sn^ rn orrorturlty? ith 
th?- cryinr n^ed oi America’s avrll^blu manpo?/ r, thurq is no 
neres ’lty to ter the outsid 1 1 rn resources vh»n then-
are capable svecueas rea y to step into the jobs. Why doesn’t 
the •<: ■’ tf;< this stei as on 3X>mrl> for th) re^t of thu country 
rrr other rov-rrnm ;nt ?pr rt-runts?

Til• L brinp- • mother ou^ t/on to mln --if no d-uc'■ p-inn rr? 
to th - str?;. f, rpn ti.3 3Vf.cue?3 do the " or :? 
c- bl ;? . ill th? jV‘ io th? 1 o**<?

. *\on :•• 111u 11 on w h l ch 
tven enual prot^r-

th funlp-nent; 1 things wronr v?th Poston is th* ov^r
* bun?f.nc ; of J suer sion ^'iniinist a tor.?. j evacuees have be^n 
told ti’i.? 'in tim ? r frrin that thlr Is • r-?locf tlon center lor 
th? ;v; *i?,as. no.over, v.-^ fcr,. incline-! to oubt that stata- 
U'jr.t. li you wil] loo£ sroun'l, >v?rv secs an in^r?r se 
in th; dauci sian < ursonnel. For instance, in ^r. a^nredv’s 
ofiic : lonj, 3 naw ler ve of! lew. hsvo been pci-ad. hy?

is.; th? .hd rural.'tions sey thrt. th? finri decision must 
r-, alt from laucf slrns.
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Head from committee called to

J

Kecommendations to Hr 
consider segregation.

or families 
authority.I

Gus Bmpie"oh HupkeyBud Miller
Jim Cr ”.;fordHerr y Smith’.'oris Burge

1. Determine existing authority for removal of individuals 
, including the relations: of the FBI to this

3. Preparation of list of names and incidents by the admin
istrative staff for the use of the proper authorities in 
proposed segregation.

2. Determine existing or proposed facilities for placement 
of segregated Jap are se.

November 23,
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Title: ; crisis T • cor/ iai. / •
‘ /H t.j Brown, • s •••""» 'r- •

The relations bob •’•jon Colonial powers '-nd - f\ Ht^rcf. people? 1?

one of the most crucial in the emerging modern worlds Tie ’ ■■ telli<Tont r.ttr-n

of both. ye vernr.cn to '?■ ' admirdetro.tere -rust be 'Mrecto'l toward thir robles

if \7G r.re to approach realization of t‘ o itkuls embodied in the Atlantic

in no Justification for the continued economic aid politic?! oppression or
. ' ■' ■ • >co ■' < realistic T'oricl";?

partnership between the administered tainletr

cratic autocracy or colonic! ir erialiai; under the new noae of "trusteeship"

doos not change the aattem of ozistin/: relatione which inevitably lend to

Tho problems of overpopulation, ros-arca depletion, technological

however, ono fundrrontrl
■

Anony self- verrir.^ erotic rootles
.ic opportunit; for 'v rtici;-. tion in the :o termination of policies and

ions. -V.ona most r. tivo rcir ?., little or no voice is -ranted the :

Polic?r detomina.tioas vo^ted tn the

ajid aro all toe often rade ir to pre»r ^hicl: vo

little relation to the needs or desires of the at1 ?• h::-- "vnr in t?-o appli

cation of thoBe detenair.* tions, there has ofto boon little effort to enllot

There have been rany studies of systeac of color ’al •”• .?•'atr-tion

.nd of tho cultures of nrtiv? people - by Vnt>:ronolo dstfi,

he L.y ' .,•?••

- —;; •

c?myo .and social disor.'- ?;ination vary fr• :.i the ^robler.r, of ’♦civilised"

san -t<’. ro.n,

'I

ist

■BH
• \

by political ?.clcnti?tf>,

_ .

\‘;>OTC aunt bo ootabli■■ ■ 10(1 ■

Ih

vernr.cn


that there can evolve the basin on which an intelligent approach to the

It is the yurosc of this book to brin to-of er f '* knowlo*-e

of qualified scientists who ' ve ••• d first hand opportunity to o ,r*rve anr*

analyze the relation between colonial or adninlotrativo nnf cult rn

Pro- fin co .' ? • z’vo ~ t v?1!

it is hoped to derive certain b:slc principles of or — nl • >tlon ' proco^.iro

which will ' ve widespread application. Itoawlnp upon the .vailr.bln ' ;a, it

is the Intention of the editors to formalto a tentative r,tr.Ln ent of the

policies and organization which can make possible the rerl'

As each, f. is

•cl fl/ ' .

relations between tho administered and the administrators. It is only as 

knowledge in this vital o/i of colonial r ministration bedones

study should ; d:e r. sl. nificcnt contribution to f -• oner In- science of hr-n

various parts of the world.
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Thoughts on possible objectives of research. Provinse has 
suggested that the U of Calif, research projector Japanese Re
location has at present no very well worked out objectives of 
the research, except possibly "the usual anthropoloical objective 
of getting all information possible, studying everything." Red
field seemed to be able to think in terms of a specific problem, 
which however he opened out to its widest significance, namely, 
the problem of the relations between successive generations. This 
he pointed out as a primary point of interest and attack in 
the relocation centers and linked it up with first-second generation 

problems so prominent in all immigrant accomodation and finally with 
what he regards as a general condition in modern civilization, that 
is, the difference between lifeways of successive generations whether 
immigrant or minority groups or not. Redfield also stressed the 
necessity for keeping abreast of the community, defining it and re
defining it as it goes along, "mj simple terms," as he said. 
Provinse, by the way, dropped the remark that he thought it would 
be part of his reasearch group’s job to work up indices of accultur
ation, specifically by the use of census data on occupations.

It appears to me that one of the channels thru which the re
search data may be interpreted might be as follows: We wish to learn 
how the community builds itself up and functions, that is we want 
to know the social structure as a whole. But we must learn about it 
as it relates to certain practical problems. For example, we want to 
know something about the relations between generations, s Redfield 
suggests. This is a set of problems as it relates to the Japanese 
problem or a minority problem perhaps in general. Thete are others 
especially related to let us say relocation problems: for example, 
an uprooted ekeexiix people forming new institutions within certain 
limits of social action. What kind of institutions develop and how 
do they develop. How much relation do they bear to the former culture



Impressive ..f.teri 1:-
That ’..hi ch reveals net informs. hecord what you hear which

see. .s to reveal situations—in your
a whole _aryer sit ation. Avoid the danger of

worshiping our tools.
The strategic ooition cf the two enerations:-

The situation every here is that the second generation
does :;ot row up to do ’..hat the first .- eaeration does. T’-is

it is ener11. h-t are the implications of this for the

old continually see themselves defeated in thet the new are
different things seeing the world in a differe t way?doin

This runs through the v.’.ole study here. ihere will be changes

in the situat.cn:

..hen agriculture begins, there will ue a shift; and so on.

for the people. -his ’..111 be important not just for Toston,
but for understanding the United States.

.or-.erly theGlick--., .it.A. is now tali j over from army. rc b-
lem of removin’- concentrated Japanese fr<n nclitrry area, row

..ill be policy cf ^emitting Japa-th ire is not that problem.

?dso will be allowed to cone back in.nese to go out.
would have sc methingPerlons in a year research ~rou ■

J
I

hew can we plan for world n which theworld as a o Le?

•cii.es, everywhere, th t

..e want to ki :ow how this happens and vhat are the implications

the old are not Leading new; the younf; are.

v.hich reve* -i?

is iot only a problem --f hoston or the Japanese ixierics ;s;

hESTr.G ..1TE LLDPIZLD

situat.cn
%25e2%2580%25a2cii.es
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to say about odviscbility or inadvisability of excluding Issei
from office.
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I

I
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Meeting with Redfield:

questions considered:--
Is Americanization likely to be retarded?1. ■..ill
gap between ..iseis and isseis be widened or nar

rowed in lost on?

Answer:--Here more uaranese now than befcre,

tended.
True cf city neonle who separated selves
from other Japanese before, but maybe
net true cf rural.
Tome people feel independent cf their
nr.rents si ce government is sunnorting
them end hence they have less control

lhe2.

independent, self-reliant of neople in the U. S.

'«hat \.lll be the result of their having govern

ment aid given and available?

Ko answer.

..het sort of connotation does the term3.
have?

Young fellows are using it in derogatory(TY)
■ un cf

/
I dcnrt feel it as very der-Younger people

1

i

Jupanese-xjjericans have been one of the nost

"Jar"

oratory, beceu: c have not ycne throu/h e .c-

"v/hole bananese race."

therefore, Americanization will be re-

over them; crow frtbei’ away.

vein, to make
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h a ve.

.ould • any Japanese leave here If new .2. A.4.
policy of feeding then out '..ere instituted.
(TS) Tvjo sid.es to question: everybody ■■.ants

to get out and -ould p , but have to con
sider treatment on outside. • ould they
be faced \ ith "i’o Jans signa?
ilso family security. tnly rich fisei

l . achelors ...oulc all go, being

the chance of race feelin..- for freedom.
Family people vould consider security of
children first and recognize considerable
de ree of such security here.

anted”

tional period of its use, as older ^eonle

voulu . c.
in a better position to take the chance--
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(EHS)
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Ralph was also anxious to discuss the committees and 
seemed to me to be Justifying himself and WH about scraething. 
He agreed with WH that something "might come out of the Com
mittee qf 8." When I asked what, he said "some plans for 
getting these people to assume some responsibility." Ralph 
said that 'lif the comnunity works it out allright, we dont 
need to supjport a particular group." WH said, "That’s right. 

/’ . v

They've got to work it out." I 
K 
: I •t

with the 72 just yet. They are trying to stall him off and 
fix things with him first, before he gets a chance to talk 
to the 72.

s'.'

WH seemed anxious to talk with somebody as I met 
him in front of the ad. building. I lingered and we stood a 
few minutes near the entrance. Ralph joined us a little later. 
V/H said that he thinks "something may come out of the Committee 
of 8." He tried to sound me out as to what I thought of the 
Committee and I countered by asking who the Cte of 8 are. He 
said he wasn't sure just who they are, but he thinks they're 
getting a little hsfcy shaky. He has been arranging for a 
meeting with the Committee of 72 if possible, and he thinks 
that the Committee of 8 is anxious that he should not meet
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Friday, Dec. 4, 1942

Kennedy and I talked with the young nisei who is in charge

all over Parker and had conversations with various people

sergeant from the !f.P. camp came out of

the Barber Shop. He told them they had better clear out of

Parker or he would not be responsible for what might happen

to them. He told them Parker was a dangerous place to be in.

This was in direct contraditction with everything else they

had heard and experienced. Everyone was friendly and they had
i

been told that the only person in town who had strong feeling

against Japanese was the barber, who was described to them

People were curious aboutby other Caucasians as a

the strike, but it did not seem to them that they had become

antagonistic on account of it.

In discussion it came out that the M.P. sergeant is gen

er'; lly drunk, tta t he is a good friend of the barber(who still

has scrawled on his barber shop door ’Jap, Keep Out, You Rat'),

that the barber is reported to have lost a son in the army at

Bataan. The scrap crew feel that Parker prejudice is confined

entirely to this man and some cf his friends.

This all brings back to my mind the feeling which Ken-

on

o ( £ >

nedy has had ever since the strike that the reports of strong 

anti-Japanese feeling in Parker were due largely to ?Tenry 

Smith. Smith was deputed by Rmpie to make the arrangements 

volunteers to unload the cars

of the crew collecting scrap in Parker. Yesterday they were

there. While there a

"radical."

for the crew of Japanese
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JAN. 11, 1943

s' ack of letters written by block

managers thanking the persons who had sent Christmas pres

ents through the Fri nds Service, etc. .''ell was pleased to

death with the letters. She read me one which said that

children have been so pleased with the presents that thqy

h- ve not even thought about thanking you for them up uit il

now. They made it a far nicer Christmas than anyone could

have dreamed under these circumstances. "ell said that sheri

had insisted on this kind of thank you letter. WH ted originally

planned a mim.ographed form th-nk you sheet. A stack of these

were made and .Cell ted been asked to send then out. She balked

at the standard ization and asked for the more oersorr 1 sort

of letters. She was delighted with the great response she ted

gotten from the blocks.

(BUS)

Nel}, Findley showed me a

"the
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of this committees power and (authority) this

committee will see to it that order is restored, (■the crowd

the trial held i . Poston.

This to be tried out on 'em at the end of this session.

I
I

•1 

p

■

before the jail dispersed) while Hr. 7~e?d is endeavoring to 

make arrangements with the state add county officials to have

As s token of nood faith, and as an ir.dicat in (to
Mr. Head)
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Chapter foi "^nd’-oo’:)

PARTICIPATION OF THS AD?'IFT5TTRED
I

strike cro'-d,

0 i
-.-■ — ■-

Ta

rr ou

I

I r

3T- 
' -» -’ .- D 

i-'mv-

KL^tivny 
r, but 
-- ’U-ry

cbopt
O'? ’■

' -
•? V,

bl? unit,
■ spirit
people -re i? -urlly lir.i4 ?-

Ip, or sone -'"11 r:??ily 
Community intei est chh 
the intewr-tion o-' ■

life.
n Poston 
"s in the 
rily s . -

(Outl.tr. 9 of

o lister to it and l^om
it is -Iso b.is .job ~.o ir.

n’ vi ■ th. e 1 in 'o ' ? ’yli'” ‘S 
s t o influ ence <i 
4-’ 5 ri

TIT. Find the basic social unit in the community -nd -.orb --ith it. 
The emergence of th-. block in Poston -+ the tins of ‘the 

strike as the orr-'hizable unit, the block trust .birds 
and cotton-picking, blocl spirit nit’ ?col rbjjsct. 
>t............ .a- int sts of peo-nl - -............ nil
to the family, extended far 
definable territorial unit, 
be built up only interns of 
sm-- Iler -•roup inter-st s.

Political organize lor canno be built on • o zraphy ?16ne, 
but must be tied in -flu existinr -rour in"' 3,

II. Self-gove2 nd t hro; gh < 11 asn sets of
Economic relations w ?e som th? e- -I les 

to rour-: resentments and to create feelin 
community that personnel hod! been -mbit:— 
led ed. Frid Ct- and 7p- k risu.-Rime, 

first effective popular ’ onstr tioi s for 
in ividual from positions rer? irected ? 
"dictator chefs." 

people of Poston were relatively iTflif' r 
ical personnel thruout the year, but ’ere 
earned thruout about persons ir/"key positions 
the project.

Thus a program of self-~overrrent ought to be b-.~-2 on - 
knowledge of economic an' social r lations in gener
al in the community and should not be n-rrov/ef to 
ner- ooliticol rein"ions.

Intr -ductory vignette
Roh:- T— r.s among the strike cm f, un-bln +o S't-blis'- 

any contacts: (a) no f'- liliar ? s: (b) eople in 
on their ovm activities, ignoring administrator’ 
(c) block manager fearful in the midst of th cro- 
0 ’ ' by administrator; (fl) only con-

ultii tely established is - superfici 1 one ? 
the chief of police.

IV. Th« role of the administrator in sei
Th? -ooliti-ai or--,nir.oti?n •Rich

■ors is not his or his .-ov-rnr•••:'*' s: 
device through which the community, 
be?. expresses its If.

Th -1 xinistrator’s .job is t 
th commnity from it: 
it. If it is not acting 
desirable, h must find 
this dozs not mean so much 
in the community ag-zn-t m 
' constant and skilf.il effoz-t to .present his nol 
t? the s+rorrest and mo/-4 e’’'r,'o,'i''.'? ■' f i~ ic^l ~r 
the community. \ v . I

Th - adm i n i s t r ■ ■ 10 rs. r? 1 st + a vo id try, n7 ' nf< 0 -1 n 01 + i - •but never neglect toeir a me- iv . .r 10...

Outl.tr
skilf.il


Vo

 

0- ?or.>

o

vi •

VIH.
."0 -

-ft.:
but

tion of ;
a a rain st th?

iatin
J&<r

an in 
oo-.-jni“y the

the political
*■'. o • z/S£*

VI. Tow political bodies operate.
Politico-1 groups are not functioning properly if th. ;y ar 

not in contact with the >eo le. That i- their first 
duty------to maintain contacts.

The administrator cannot order th--n to maintain contact, 
he must check on the matter. Find the areas of poor 
contact and s ee that information is passed to them, etc.

The constructive thinking is often done by others in the 
community than the political men themselves. It 
should be seen to that committees of political bales 
ire lude out side persons end that they meet with them, 

Clicues and inform-1 organization.

What politic-?. bodies do.-
Political bodies do not a?weys 

constructive planning for the 
result. They have other function'-.

One oft? is fact-finding. They are a mediur 
munication between people one am inistmtic 
must "investigate" tl . tioT' in a?
out what it is doing.

Another -fUretion of a political body is the e or r-.ssi or c" 
-;rf svanc a against the e -'ministration.

In both these functions they usually enlist consid 
il . st - " il T ’ '

rying them out.
In constructive planning and policy making, body is usually less interesting to the

VII. ativ: personnel and its selection.
i cially in a bi-cul L itu tic i that persons who can work i and urd r t rd the viewpoints of the admini-+rotor ore too f • r from th-: viewpoint of the mass o * people.

The odministarter must seek per sons w 
are not- r.ecesccrily his dTn.

Te must rotmbe-r that a person cboperc^ivo’ with him. st If 
is cuite li ■ ■ ' sgrrded as his stoog by th■
community. This condition exists when there is no' 
■hill trust between c'omrurity -r.f - 'minis trator, <-n ' 
is .... ...... [ • - - ■■■ ,

calls for correction rath r  ■ .f ?
Th '■ ' : tor must avoi ' th : cr ?tion of  

c ntevtJ-about himself.

R lations betwe n admi istr tor an - ■ •
Avoid all cast^ barriers, suck os no’ -''‘in- r --

• Mt
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BUuEAU OF ./XL,LOGICAL .cElSA^CH

January, 1943

—

WAR .^LOCATION AuTHJxUTI 
CQLOriADJ rilVou .^LOCATION CENTER

By Nisei Male - 20 Years 
Block 11

The following observance was made at the supper time at one of the Block 
messhall. As soon as the bell rings from the kitchen the air is filled with 
busy tone of vibrations. The most common phrase that is heard is, "Kane 
gannari-mashita.” (The bell has rung). As the people start coining out of the 
respective barracks the old and the young are calling out their friends to 
join them at the mess hall. The older generation usually says, ’’The bell has 
rung, and let us go”* The younger generation’s common phrase is "She done 
rang, Chow-chow time”. By this time the young kids of the block rush into the 
mess hall and sit at their assigned seats. The kids under 12 years old have a 
special table set aside for them. They don’t especially receive any better 
food hit do receive some fruits that the adult will not receive. I haven’t 
seen any kids at the kid’s table go through the process of grace. Whenever the 
parents are with the children the medium of language in .lajority of the cases 
is in Japanese. However there were few cases that the parents were using Eng
lish. At one of the table I noticed that every one was going through ths grace, 
and the manners were very strict. Although the food served mAy be a Japanese 
dish I noticed that the older people were gradually getting accustomed of us
ing the fork for their .lain eating utensil.

The matter of going through grace before touching the food is a Japanese 
culture. The people fold their arm before their cnest ana say, ”i-ta-da-ki-ma- 
su.”, and after the meal you say, ”go-chi-so-sa-ma". I noticed some of the Is- 
seis (Christian) just bow their head, ana meditate for a half minute. Before 
serving to yourself it is polite to offer the food to your neighbor, but if 
your neighbor insists that you take the food first you mst always say, 
”o-saki-ni" (I shall take it first). Usually you can not hear most of the 
conversation of the Japanese people because the majority of them are very fast 
eaters. The Niseis are inclined to take a little more time than the older 
people. I will cite an example which is a little contrary to the above state
ment. 3nr family orior to the evacuation never rose from our eating place any 
earlier than thirty minutes, but in Poston the people are rushing out of the 
side entrance in about ten min tes. I am inclined to believe that the some of 
the attitude of the Ja ?anese has changed considerably after the day they were 
sent to Poston. The dish washers rants to finish as quick as possible, and so 
they hurry the neoole that are taking a little bit time. The common way they 
hint the people is by pounding the dish a little harder on the hole where the 
garbage are thrown away. At first the younger people we a taking the hint 
seriously, but today the younger gene ration talk back to the dishwashers.

The older generation are gradually using the English terminology for the 
food on the table. They use the English workds for Jam, Butter, bugar, etc. 
The English in those circumstances are much easier, and that is the reason 
those terms a>-e used. In the urban cities of Japanese Empire the case is al
so true where some of the English language has influenced some of the daily 
lifes of the people.
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It wold ba very hard for the people to sit in Japanese fashion, and 
so the way the people are sitting at the mess hall is the culturation of the 
western people to the orientals that came across the Pacific. It is a shame 
that the young kids are learning some of the bad habits from some of the 
bachelors of the block. Most of the mothers are deeply concerned about the 
manners of their offsprings.



EXCHANGING NEW YEAR’S GRE.JTINGi POSTON

In any Japanese society the exchanging of New Year’s greetings is es
pecially significant amongst the Isseis# The Niseis do not abide by the re
spect of gestures of the older generation, but there are few occasions, most
ly Kibeis, where the younger generations are observing the courtesy of exchang
ing seasonal greetings. It was interesting to note the general reaction of 
the people in Poston and with the existing conditions Relocation Center#

The spirit of the new year greeting has not ceased for the people in 
Poston was very significant# There was one particular incident where one man 
in our block about 60 years old ana at the present is working as the block 
gardener. This old nan went to each apartment and said "Happy New Year"# The 
New Year is a great event in the Japanese society, and the Japanese people, 
man and woman, dressed in their best. The attitude of the people in Poston 
has gradually broken toward the more lenient salutations. A very common phrase 
is ”.ell it’s Poston”, and many of the things that are usually not so accept
able in the states prior to the evacuation is not exactly acceptable, but will 
pass in Poston. It is a good sign for people to take a bath on New Year’s 
morning and it was particularly true in Block 5* Many of the older men were 
taking showers in the early morning. I noticed some Nisei also taking showers. 
In the Japanese society it is not so good for people to ~tay up late until the 
early morning on Naw Year’s Eve# I have noticed most of the Isseis retiring 
about 11:00 P.1’. It is a bad omen to have anything bad occuring to you on 
New Year’s Day. Mother always warns the boys in our amily on New Year’s Eve 
not to make her sad, mad, or irritable because in some of the Japanese socie
ties anything that is bad occuring to you on New Year’s Day will follow through
out blie year# On New Year’s Day, especially this is true in our family the mem
bers of the family wake up at She same time and in the Japanese society it is a 
patrilonial affair; so the eldest son goes to the father and says, "lather, 
Happy New Year", and it goes down the line and the girls or the mothers the 
last. In Japanese this is what they say "Shin-nen-u-me-de-to--^-zai-raa-su or 
ake-mashi-te o-me-de-to-go-zai-ma-su”• Before reaching the breakfast table our 
family went to the Buddha who is enshrined in the center of our home and gave 
short chant of the sutra and gave a short prayer. At the breakfast table the 
father serves the family with a small “sa-ka-sugi” a Japanese cup which is 
used to drink "sake”, Japanese wine. Drinking of this "sake" is an omen or a 
sign for good fortune and luck for the coming year. In our family one cup was 
used. First Father drank ana passed the cup to me, the eldest son, and it 
went down the line where jay sitter was the last. After the serving of sake 
was through the main course, rice cake cooked in shoyu sauce, soup with vegeta
ble and meat—sometimes fisn is used was served#

Before leaving the house Father and Mother always told us not to forget 
and greet the older people. I was taught to say "a-ke-mashi-te-ome-de-to 
go-zai-masu sa-ku-nen-ire-iro-ose-wa-ni-na-ri-aashi Kongo-mo-yo-ro-shi-ku d-ne- 
gai i-ta-shi ma-su”, literally this means "with the opening of the New Y^ar, 
HaoDV Sew Year. Last year you have been very kind to me and this year I re- quest your friendship again". At first thia was difficult to say, but I , gad- 
ually got the grasp of the meaning and it i.. simple as Happy Naw i^ar. 
condition of Poston is that somewhat ths majority of people are neglecting the 
respect and are just saying in Jaoanese "shin-nan shi-ku". (Happy New Year. There is no translation in the English 
my knowledge for the word "yo-ro-shi-ku"). However tne spirit o. nappy new 
year greeting is in the Japanese People.
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8-30-43

STAFF ME7TIi;G

PPJ:~:::T:

DR. S"ICZ:::
acquainted • 1th the Bureau of Sociological Research as it is for

you about the future, past, or present. I feel very
much out of touch v;ith you and I don’t really know what you are

I onder, Tosh, if first you would mind just giving adoing.
resume of the work that is in progress.

MR. YATi’UCURO: ?;ell, Camp I had been orking on the a ricultural
records and diary for Tom and finished th t and sent it on to
Tuba City. ?c orked on the school students’ records of certain
blocks and finished that and school teachers’ background and just
finished that a couple of days ago. Mary ’ as working on that—
background record of all the teachers that the school have records

Iwao and I and save al secretaries have been workingof here.
all the time on this Opinion Research thing, writing reports and

Aiko Tanaaschl is working on education, rit-conducting surveys.
Grace Morimoto ho.sing up about senior high school activities.

taken over tie work of Nobuyo Miyaya who has boon doing the study
Hobuyo and Masako Yada left you know.of Block 27.

7ho is doing the study of Block 19?DR. SPICER:

Dr. Spicer 
Grace Morimoto 
Aiko Tanamachi 
Mary Yabutani 
Akiko A aya 
Ester Nakamura 
i-C .iko Nishimoto 
Mary Kino shit a

Hisako fujii
James Sera
George Yamaguchi
Tom Sasaki
Tosh Honda
Iv.ao Ishino
Gene Sogioka

my telling

This meeting is important for the purpose of getting re-
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MR. YATcUSIIIRO: that. That’s about
all for Camp I. Jim can give you the information on Camp III.

MR. SERA: Firot of ell • e finished the July 1st block surveys—that
is—community and family effort and next ’.ve finished the Merit
Rating Boe rd ninut s and the Community Council and e finished
the block logs, that is to say, I’m not cuite sure, the ones
assigned by Miss Colson. At present Tyler, the only research
• orkcr, is making another survey. As for myself, I have been
■working on employment—the various number of members that is
employed by departments, by blocks, the shortage, the amount

of cut so we could determine which block -as cut mostly by various

That was one of the graphs we made. Ve also madedepartments.

the temperature ^rapt and the birth and death rate and I’ve got

One is the "Arefour or five little graphs I made for Camp I.

with the English and Japanese

speaking people and made a graph for that and at 'resent we are

typing the Ca^p I block logs—six blocks end I think * c have
pretty nearly completed it.

Bo- about the school records?DR. SPICER:
.'e typed about 6 or 7 person’s autobiography and all theMR. SERA:

rest .;ere thrown a ay I understand.
I should make an addition of the work of Camp I.MR. YATSVSIHRO:

That is, that te are typing up the block logs and are still
working on that. ’,;e have completed typing up the block logs
for six or seven blocks hi ch e had been making intensive

V.e have been going through the rest of the blockstudies of.

Oh, yes, Yoneo Ono has been doinu

you planning to leave Poston? ”



logs and just taking out the important things. It is not the
complete log. Camp III is helping us out on this.

:a. SITA: In addition for Camp III, &s I st ted I was the draftsmen,
the various departments told me to dra plans of the swimming
pool, the amphitheater, the new Post Office, and plans of the
dancing pavilion which I drew for them. That’s all.

DR. SPICK: 7 ell, suppose there is no on® in ay of replacement fox*

Dr. Leighton here for two weeks. Ho do you think the work -.111

go? Is there enough work ahead for both camps or shall .e sit

down and ork out specific assignments?

MR. YATtfJSBIRO: It just depends on how many remains.

DR. SPICER: That’s another point that I ould like to say. ' ho is
missing from this group who is actually on the payroll?

MR. YATSCSnlRO: Yoneo One and Mrs. Sugino.

DE. SPICER: Mrs. Sugino is orking half-time. And of course the

Camp III people. Are there four besides yourself?

HR. SKA: Three girls and two boys.Five. All together five.

ell, then in Camp IDR. SUCK: liisao isn’t •-.orking in the bureau.

•..ho regards himself as permanent .orkors vho expects to still be

hoiking for the bureau after school starts? I say, the first of

October.

MR. ISEIKO: Mine is a question mark.

School starts and we mightI might have to .uit.MISS 7'ORL'IOTO:

Otherwise I -..ill stay.have to spend more time on school v.ork.

•_ ell, then no one here is leaving except Torn and Tosh.DR. SPICK:

That would leave ho many research workers in Camp 14 George
and maybe I.ao.
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MR. YAl’SUSHIRO: There . ill be full tine end part time uorkers. Grace
end Yoaeo mill be part time workers*

DR. SPICER: T o part time and three full time and Question mark.
?'R. YM’SUSKIRO: Let’s see—George, Aiko
DR. SPICER: That brings ns to the suggestion of the Community Manage

ment Division that the total staff will be only 8 in the Bureau
of Sociological Research for all throe ca pa. Six research morkers

This apparently has nothing to do -.ithand tv.o secretaries.
part time workers at all. 5 full time -zorkers. Don’t let that

8 is the suggestion and each department is expectedscare you.
to make recon endations as to horn many it really needs shove
the quota suggested and I think that the Rest arch Bureau needs
all ho are no- ready and milling to stay on through this next
year after school starts. So I an going to recommend that the
number that mo have here stay as it is. In other -ords there
ill be no cuts.

MR. SOGIOKA: You can always alk out any time you ent to can’t you?
DR. SPICER: That’s everybody’s privilege. Ho*- about you, Gene?

!JR. SDG1GKA: Mine is a big question mark. I will be out eventually,

but I don’t Imo how soon.

MR. YAJ.ULGUC1K: Stick on to the job until you definitely kno:..
MR. SO QI OKA: Until then deal me into that.

Temporarily to stay on until you get out?DR. SPICER:

MR. SOQIOKA: Yes.

We began to hear in TubaThat brings up another point.DR. SPICER:
City that we v.ould be set up under the Community Management Di
vision of which Dr. Po ell is acting head and as soon as I came
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back I talked to Mr. Head about it and he said that he thought

that whole set up ' ould be made the same as other centers and

In the other centers Community Analysis comes under Community

Management as a section. At first Community Management ■ as

under Hell i’indley and now it is under Dr. Poell. In talking
to Mr. Head 1 presented the point of vie . of both Dr. Leighton
and I that • e think it better for the Bureau of Sociological
Research to be independent and the heed of the division ' . res
ponsible w Mr. Head and not responsible to the division head
bet sen him and the Project Director. Mr. Head agreed ith
me and thinks that worked out very successfully during the last
year and he <ould like to see it really operated that * ay,
but technically on paper wants to put it under Community
Management to conjoin to ' RA. policy. I think that makes it
rather complicated and whoever comes in ill have to • ork it
out and besides I am going to recommend that tho Poston Communi*
ty Analysis Section bo continued as it .as before and not try
to c nfonn to the 17RA set up. Certainly as long as Mr. Bead is

here a recommendation of that sort will have some -.eight even

though on the organization chart it ill appear that research

is under Community M an a gem ent, but that is another source of un

certainty like so many other things here in Poston. As it stands
Mr. Head be-paper it ’ ill appear under Community Manage: ent.on

lioves that it shouldn’t be, hut should continue as it isas. co

there’s a lot of confusion and certainly I wouldn’t have tine
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I don’t think it ' illto work it out before I left tonight.
affect the rest of you very much now anyway, but it ill affect
the . orkin : relationship of whoever takes Dr. Leighton’s place
on the staff and relationship to the other people and so, that
is, there is nothing definite to be said about that. The only
definite thing as I said Saturday night is that research con-

There will be a Community Analyst here in t::o or threetinues.
I7e don’t know for sure who it will be, but the mostweeks.

likely person is a Sociologist from the University of Chicago,
a ?ian named Bowers, who rote a documentary thesis on Spanish*
Americans of Chicago and whose work has had a strong leaning
toward statistical research rather than the sort of social
anthropology you have been doing, but recently ho has been
working with Leonard Yferner so he won’t be entirely ne; on
social-anthropological research. It is not certain that Ur.
Bowers will come, but he is the most likely candidate here. I

hope . e can find someone better with a little more social-anthro-

pological slant.
nont.
know, will be replaced by one person and the * ork of three will

Apparently there will be no residentbe directed from Camp I.
I an going to try and maize it so we cananalyst in Camp III.

So that will mean the samebut I sin not certain.
As I see it,construction of Camp ill as it * as oeiore spring.

not contemplating any change in the staff. I think forwe are

the coming week the work of those who are needed for it ill be

get one,

There is no plan to have more than one replace* 
far

That is, ?5iss Colson, Dr. Leighton, and myself, so/as .e
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concentrsted on finishing up the MOEC work under Tosh end Iwao.

That means that most of the secretarial and typing work ’..111 be

concentrated on that. That will take about one week, .ill it not,
Tosh?

li?. YATSUSHIRO: ■ ell, we will be working on the reports for t. o weeks,
this and next week, but I don’t think .;e ill need all the secre-

Some of them can be working on other things such as blocktaries.

lojs of which vo have completed only about half—less than half

really. So there’s quite a lot to do on that and some could be
helping out the research workers with their notes. Yonco is un
able to type so someone can help him by typing out his work.

DR. a-'IC}.-.: ’"ell, then of course the other research projects that
are going will continue as they have. In connection with those
working on specific research projects as your work is planned—
111 you be occupied for tie next few v.eeks? Is there any need

hell, is your work pretty wellfor new assignments there?

For how long, let’s say.napped out?
Hi. YAT2USEIR0: Grace is doing block studies.
USS lORIzOTO: Will mine have to bo in this Thursday?
mH. YJTSQSIIRO: Not necessarily, but you can continue on that. If

you stay on with the Bureau after school starts, maybe you can

rite about th© early beginning of the school and help out Aiko
Tanamachi on her report.

So that can go ahead for the next two weeks or maybe three.DR. SPICRR:
so far as the general policy of the Bureau goes there /.ill’.'ell,

In talking things over with Mr. Head he expressedbe no changes.

great appreciation for the work that has bet® done this year and 

he thinks that it ought to go along this same Tray, that is, attempt-
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inj to work out a general cor-rcunity study to be recorded of all

the importent events in the community, continue the sociological

analysis in the various institutions in relations to personalities

to then as '.e have so far. He tells me that he made a speech

at a conference in which he said that he felt the work of the

Bureau had been directed in the right way. That is that it

hadn’t been concerned ;.itl: trying to £,ive off-hand advice to all

the administrators and the CO end so on and so on just as current

problems cane up. It has been directed towards a general record

of everything that has happened during the year and he recon ended

that Community Analysts in other centers cany on in much the

same 7 ay and not degenerate into curb-stone administrators giving

off-hand opinions about everything that came up to the adminis-

In other words Mr. Head is back of the program as Dr.traters.

Leighton carried out here in research and I don’t see any need
However, it has to be said that we don’t knowto alter that.

who the next Community Analyst will be and how bis immediate
project policies will develop and to the recent arrangement in

I don’t kno* hether you are interested in hearingthe future.

•hat ;e did in Tuba uity—some of the details of it orabout

not besides something about our going to the ^hiake Dance.
about the desks andBefore you go into that, ho:sr. YATSUSIilRO:

the office snnee?

DR. Office space?SPICER:

There will be about 12 of us hero, andMR. TaTSIJSEIF.O: Let’s see.

that office don there—I don't think it is suitable to work in

•■ithout the cooler. Maybe in the morning you could, but in
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the afternoon it’:3 beastly hot.

DR. 3.71 CL;-: The rooms—the small offices never Las been suitable.
I All I can say is that"-ard 7 is open to work in, I haven’t

I haven’t mentioned the cooler to ' r. Gelvin orgone over.

anybody else. Mr. Gelvin says that the sun porch is open to
us—net the other t: o offices. ■ 'e also can get back from Miss

ask for whatever chairs and
so forth that t;c need to work on and I \ ill see Mr. Gelvin again
about the cooler and see wheti er we could get started on that.
There are certainly too many working in this office. '■ c have

to expend over there.

liR. •■;& were almost kicked out of this office.

Tl.ey ere going to . se this as a segregation office.
DR. SPIC <: Our atchdog for of fie space is Hr. Gelvin. If any

body tries to bet us out don’t go to Dr. Powell or anyone else.

the space we have now. • ard 7 also. Tiie space .e worked in all

I don’t think you ’.ill have trouble if you keep that inyear.

It doesn’t matter if Mr. Burge or axiyone else comes tomind.

If he fails us there isSee hr.try to take space.
.Any other i.uostions about the.-e details ofnothing to do.

Place and means work?space and furniture?
oeld like to say a few words about het we did’ ell, I

at Tuba City so you can lave an idea as to ’ hat as done with
the material that we were Torkins for last year. “bat we sot

out to do there vras to produce the first report on Ponton and

Itset up that report as

ell,

uelviri.

a "l^DBOOK iCR AZJnLISTRATORS\

Vickers and others except Mr. Burge,

Mr. Gelvin is the one to take care of it and promised to keep
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probably on’t .wear under just that title, but the objective
in that so-called ” rip. AXW:iSTPJercr<Sn ■ to first

rite a record of that happened to people in Poston during this
lest year. Not only \.hat happened to evacuees, but also to
admi nist rate rs • hat ere the psychological effects of the
people rho ere evacuated and had to live hers and also hat
did the administrators who tried to make things go—v;rat did
they loom and bst they failed to lesrn. And the craaniration

of that ’TJ&DEOCK ifOR JQ^ICTHATORS" as -e a- poached it is

Part I islike this. It is to be divided into three arts*

Two chaptersthe doecri- tive part* ere almost completed hile
The first chapter consisted of the description ofin Poston*

Poston incident in ^aap 1 and also its repercussions in 2 and 3
as objective as description could be made and from this point

Here after nearly six months of intensive <ork forof vio«;.
the adjust.?ent for about 17,000 people to each other after name

of the basic necessities like shelter, food, r<ater and so forth

had been sup lied; activities suddenly stop ed on November 18th

human elements there responsible for the sudden stoppage of this

tremendous eifort in Poston? ~hat orc the factors behind their

.rounds—psychological factors or more purely sociological factors?

That was the resentation of tr.e lirst chapters and those are

In trying to answer the question by it oilthe questions asked.
stopped?

You have to discuss the specific• edi as the administrators.as

* you have to go into the hole b ickground of the evacuees

end it stayed stopped for several days. “•■ell, no '.-.hat eri. the
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events of Toston in the first few montl s such an th© unfull-

filled promises, physical discomforts, attempts at self-govern

ment and so ?n—all the things that you are quite familiar with
—personalities and so on. All those factors have to be con

sidered in answering the question, "Why Poston suddenly stopped?"

Well, the first chapter ends there.

The second c: apter is a history of Poston describing what

t• o factors were involved both on the activities before the

strike and in the strike itself. It’s a history that Dr. Leigh

ton is still working on and begins well back before evacuation—

understanding peoples’ attitudes in relatione to each other in

P ston. hell Vat’s all the descriptive part and only the first9

chapter is completed and art of the second. Part II has no

'KOBLEMS OFtitle yet, but ight be called the ADMUJISTJV.TIV/;

POSTOL and so far V ere are only parts of the two chapters writ-

Two has to do with the selection of the personnel, that is,ten.

"Vhut kind of people should be selected in a project of this kind

Dr. Leighton is ap-as administrators and as evacuee officials?"

proaching that question by giving some cu.se • istories of adia n-

istrators who fail at their job and ovacuoe officials whose re

lations were bad with the community and then also case histories

of t ose who were new worked out well ani w'iat were the qualities

needed to rake a good administrator—good evucuee admin is t rut or.

Then in outline form in some parts of the c’apters on self-govern

ment are to make it a little rtora broader term—participation of

it’s pickin out events with the most social significance—
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evacuated people themselves in the running of the project. The
council5 of course, and the v rioue committees that grew up—

the discussion of then—their successes and failures and of the

program of self-government and the participation of the adminis
trators in the project. That chapter remains mostly to bo written.
There’s another chapter, probably, on community. Getting informa-
tion as to policies on the community and getting information in

regard to the community reactions and feelings, about things be

fore the other administration tied up with self-government program,

tied up with reject organization and formal organization and so

All those questions are to be taken up. Another brief chapteron.

What it did do and what it didn’twill be on the place of research.

And another chapter dealing withdo and what it could have done.

a certain problem, the red part which Dr. Leighton culls "PRINCI-

PLNS OF hlT'Ah’ EL'GINEE'J'-G” which takes on the probelm which came

up in the management of Poston, of those living in Poston and try

to formulate, you m ght say, a number of rules, a number of gen
eral plans, just an other affairs that we a-e very familiar with

us a result of our work with others during the year. The plans

in a community like this—you can’t think of the community as a

Some blocks arewhole, but ae re*il basic units as it devolpps.

A number of general plans ofgood examples of absolute failures.

community management and building will be discussed briefly in the

Dr. Leighton’s plan is to h ve the Department offinal chapter.
Interior probably publish t■ e so-called HANDBOOK FOR ADMI'IIS RATOaS

and in that case it will be circulated in the project for the bene

fit of the people, concerning the community council and the admin-
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istoring in the various rojacts—supposing that that analysis of
a year of observation in Poston will be of use in t!.e future prob
lem in relocation center* But the whole thing is not just direct
ing toward relocation center problems, but in general problems of

the administration of large groups of people especially groups of

people under unfavorable condition—relocation and resettlement

situations that we can expect to develop after the I t’-inkwar*
the estimate now is that it is something like five million people

in Europe at least who are not only evacuated but are homeless*

There’s at least that in China—probably there are many more than
that in China*

is to help in settling those conditions in Europe, Asia and else

where and help in specific probl eras in resettle: ient. That’s one
aspect of wider utility of this year’s report* There will undoubted

ly be after the war a shifting across borders from one country to

another* Our hone is that this report of this ye r’s work will
contribute something* It will only bo a "drop in the bucket”, but
it should be a contribution. That report will not be done for two

Dr. Leighton, Scotty, Florence, and Tosh will all be wo_-k-months*

ing in the Indian Office in Chicago on the completion of that part

of the Poston report. We hope it will be dono in two months* How
in addition to that report we have other tilings contemplated. One

It describes the techiniqueis a hand book for Social Scientists.

and racthods developed in the study of Poston for guidance for

the anthropologists and sociolo ists making a study _n other

As yet we have no 'lan.communities elsewhere wherever it may be*

We can see no way in which to complete that record or report.

1__

They wore evacuated, but with no place to go* This
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will get funis to work on it and also the personnel and Dr* Leigh

ton’s plan is to got another assignment apart from the Poston work

either here on the project in the preparation of the report or he

will be of somewhere riaybe in Sicily studying the situation there.

Maybe in Italy so that other part of Poston work will have to wait.

There's a lot wore that I can say of wliat v/e did, but I don’t know

what you would like io hoar* I can only outline theobjectives—

if you feel that you will be interested. Well, in a few words we

wanted a systematic 2'ocord of all the important events that took

skeleton history such as we had in Window Rock

and ( eorge, Jyuichi, and Dr* Leighton worked on that. That was

one of the basic material tliat we nut together covering May, 1?^2

to July 15, 1?43. Then another piece of work that we did was to

work on the social structure of Poston. Mow, the first step in

that was io think of each block as a social institution and try
to seo how each social institution developed in Poston—how at
each block they put each person in his place or her place. I
think each of us living in a block in Poston developed a new set

I know I did in Block 34*of social personality. I liad to learn

new ways of social behaviour and I become sensitive of the atti

tudes of people which I didn’t know about. I think I began to

Certainly I behaved in a different way*eat in a different way*
I was a different man—at least living in a different way from the

Well, what is the block as a social insti-way I lived before.

place in Poston,

First, we

It nay not be completed for a long time, ^e don’t know where we

started out with, you might say, a feu?- fold objective.
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tution—eating in common and so forth* It takes a volume to answer
that quasiion* Tro way wo attacked it was this* Ve worked out fold
ers for each block in Car.ps I to III and

material v/e ’ ave on each block. Nov/ they ranged from the rating
on the latrine inspection to perhaps to records of block meetings*
All kinds of miscellaneous data. Then for oach of those blocks we

nut . aterial together in the fern of a summary* Covered briefly

in the summary was first, statistical characteristic of block,

number of people from different geographical areas in California,
number of each religious groups and so on. In the second section

we summarized the nature of each adjustment of each block—not

Then we sunmarized the characteristics of thegoing into detail.

block loaders—who they were, their past—that is whore they fit

into the social unit before and the characteristic of their leader-

Then an analysis of what we call theship in Poston and so on.

social integration of the block--how well each block organized

politically and how poorly and how the block council functioned

and if it functioned at nil—what was the relationship of the

blockmanager and biockcouroilman and the Issei Advisor and oo cn;

trying to get picture of how block organized themselves in formu

lation period of the block and also formulation of associations

within the block, by that I nean the young people's group, fujin-

kai and so on and how those associations linked oach block with

Ono of t’ o very .nteresting things in t'-o analysisother blocks.
of associations was that we began to find that the blocks with c

Orange County people for instance, I forgot tho number of the quad

L
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wo ut together all the
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are all interlinked with the various associations* young people’s

associations particularly. Tho Lob Angelos blocks are not like

However* there is an exceptional ono like the Golden

Bears that links with other blocks, but not as closely like the

Orange County group. The Imperial Valley people are not tied in

either. The least tied up is the Salinas bunch. That’s another
structure of tho social structure. Has lots of political impli
cation as well as social and recreational. But that was one of
tho things we were attempting to do—cultural areas—cultural area
bused on previous locality. Culture in Poston is different do-
pending on what locality they came before. Those were filed

in each block folder—made a folder for the sw unary of block sen
timents. Th.ese sentiments were taken from meetings such ae be

tween the TCC and the BC. Spokesman from each block—soretiaes

blockmanager and sometimes the Issei Advisor—things h've been

going on such and such a way in our block—we think this about
this and so on—usually in this meeting they said, "in our block

That began to occur again and again.we are one happy family”.

Then there are sentiments on gambling, TCC, housing, and so on

It’s all filedin the block folders. Vfoll, wo bad a

folder for each block with a summary for each block. Simply go

ing over and through it is tremendous job. V/e got as far asa

analyzing one block social institution for whole of Camp I and

that was the kitchen—the full role of the kitchen and mess hall

and total association of the block. Well, I am getting lonj-

Well, in tho development of tho kitchen youwinded again. □00

First effective

that at all.

and so on.

one of the most important things developing.
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block sanctions for the removal of pooplo developed around tho

kitchen; usually the kitchen crevz. 'Yell, in some blocks it oc

curred vz- on the fujinkai complained ab ut the condition of the

kitchen. purt of tho kitchon crew worked against another kitchen

I think we overlooked the kitchen as an important socialc rew.

\ie have various organizations—we have theorgan!zation.

blockcouncil, various recreation

associations, social groups and 30 on and finally tho convontion-

al clique. But wo were "ackling the block as a social institu

tion trying to find out how it developed. That was one part of
the analysis of the social structure. It is but one means com-

thut was one part of the study of tho social struc-

In addition to that we had to tackle each of the moretune.

obvious social structures, Co-op, CC, and the IAB, and otc.
V.'o had to sit dorm and analyze those personal record histories

and then try to determine the role of each of tho social insti-

tution so much for the social structure. Going through

trie naterial and putting them in the folders took roost of the

time in Tuba City. *.7e could easily work six more months just

making an adequate study of the data that wo have which I

think is recognition for tho work of the staff during the ye or.

There is a lot of awfully good material and its great quality
of it and I am sure we have tho best record of what happened

h’oneof tho recordsin all of tho relocation centers in Poston.

in other Community Analysis Sections begins to compare with the
Tho material has holes in it, but isrecord we have on Poston.

amazingly complete considering the condition we had to work under

_

I

plated, bell,

hell,

bell,

in some blocks the fujinkai,
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in Poston and it shows up in th© data of the social structure.
Another point of attack was xho ne/sonalities. What for instance
wao tho role of Mr. Head? What was the effect of his ^articular
kind of personality on this ^roject? An analysis of this was made.
You know how Hr. Head behaved here and his background and triod
tc evaluate his role on this project. Reverend Hitani had a tro-
mendous effect in the community in various ways. We analyzed
his rolo and so oh. And that will bo carried on at Chicago by
Dr. Leighton. That’s the three approaches along which we are
working. The fourth is more complicated and-more difficult.

How people felt. Their attitude
Soctty did most of the ground

work on that and was still in tho process of developing—sort

of studying and analyzing sentiments—such as—"Oh, the govorn-

ment brought us here so it owes us a living**—sentiments in re

gard to the food investigation by the Community Council. So that
was the four fold attack on the material that we gathered during

social structure, personality, and sentiments.the year.

Out of the analysis of that material one can bui}.d a number of

the a Irainietnative problem.

Such a material is in tho offing, but don’t know when it will be

Another could bo more simply oriented toward simplycompleted.
the "PSYCHOLOGY OF I VACUATION” let’ssay or someth ng like that.

Perhaps that wouldn’t be practical but would be immensely intorest-

Another presentation would be—What does this sort of thinging.

do to

the admininetra^ors*

administrators? In coming back I found a groat change in

as it developed during tho year.

The study of the sentiments.

Histories,

different descriptive material on
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It seems to me that the people and enthusiasm is pretty much
oozed out and that’s pretty obvious. They are not so much interested
in thoir jobs. I think tho saw effect is on the people living in
Poston.

Any more questions on tho Tuba City work?
MRw SASAKI? How about a few of our work—something like th© on© on

family?
DR. SPICER: Tho family article is coming out in the analysis of Ameri

can Social Science. The article on scientific approach in Communi

ty "anagemont is coming ut in the Americn Journal of Psychiatry in

a few months. 7e don’t know for sure what issue. YZho is going

to h;-ve time to produce a few or© articles, wo don’t know. If

any of you have any ideas about any short articles try to work it
i

out end send it on to Dr. Leighton. Any sort of article an any

sort of thing you think would be worth writing about. •7o have

no others projected

YATSUblJRO: The NORC has suggested to us that we write a short

article for tho Public Opinion Quarterly mgpzine.

DR. SPICER: Don’t you think that will grow pretty naturally out of ths

report you uro working on now?

If v.e have tho time and the capacity wo will do it.MR. YATSUSHIRQ:

It would help if we had t'»e filos.MR. ISEIEO:

The filos will bo used by Dr. Leighton until ho finishesSPICER:
He has the Indian office in Chicago.up tho work

Where will they go after that?FIR. ISHIHOj

I should think a.great .art of it will come back ere.DR. SPICERi
I

II

MR.

DR.

is

They have only suggested ito
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Supposing some of us wanted to use it to vTito a paperMR. ISHI110:

for school—use it for reference.

The way to ?_,ot action would be to get in touch with Dr.DR. SPICERs

Leighton whenever he nay be and get him to put ressure on Sr.

Collier. The plan is to ultimately turn it over to some univer-

VJh .t universitysity? probably the University of Chicago files.

Dr. Leighton will go into that. Dr.hasn’t been determined.
Leighton’s idea hasn’t been that it will be closed in sone govorn-

It should be much more available for scientific study.ment files.

_______
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... : This meeting is important for the purpose of getting
acquainted ith the Bureau or sociological Research it is for
my telling you about the future, past, or present# I feci very
much out of touch with you and I don’t really know het you are

11 g. I ronder, Tosh, if firr.t you ould mind Just giving a

resume of the *.,rk that is in progress.

MR. ’ ell, Camp I had been orking on the agricultural
records end diary for Tom and finished th.-.t and sent it on to
Tub’.. City. • c ?rkcd on the school students’ records of certain
blocks and finished that and school teachers’ background and just
finished that a couple of days ago. Mary • ui- : orbing on thst~

background record of .ill the teachers th: t the school have records
of here. I'.ao ond I and seve al secretaries Lave been '.orbing

all the time on this -'.pinion Resf-rch thing, rlting reports and

. i :o Tanamachi is orbing on Education, .rit*conducting surveys.
ing up about senior nigh school activities. Grace Morimoto his
taken over the .nrk of Kobuyo Mi ya ya .ho has been doing the study

iiobuyo Massko Rada left you know.of Block 2?.

”ho is doing the study of Block 19?DR. SPICER:

Dr. iSpicer
Gr?ee orimoto 

irro Tananachi
Mary Yabutani 
Akiko A aya 
Lster Kakaaura 

iko i-islii. -.oto 
ry Kinoshita

Hieako 1'ujii
Jamea Sere
George Yamaguchi
Tom Rasaki
Tosh Honda
I- no Isbi:.o
Gene So^ioka
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MR. V .iriAAIMO: Oh, yes, Yon co Ono has bern doing that. That’s about
ell for Camp I. Jim can give you the information on Camp III..1

MF. S.MIA: Pirst of all • e finishod the July 1st block surveys— that

is— co^-unity and family effort end next e finished the erit

Rating Board ninuV-s end the Corjsunity Council and e finished

the block logs, that is to say, I’m not ,uite sure, the ones

assigned by Mis. Colson. At present Tyler, the only research

■ orkor, is iiaicing another survey. As for myself, I have been

T.-orkin^ on employment—the various number of members that is

employed by departments, by blocks, the shortage, the- amount

of cut so me could determine diich block /as cut mostly by various

That ’.vas one of the graphs .e made.departments. • e also lade

the temperature graph and the birth and death rate and I»ve got

One is the "Are

v;ith the English and Japanese

speaking people snd made a gruph for th~t and at present c are

pretty nearly completed it.
ICER:Di Bo: about the school records?

MR. M'.RA: e typed about 6 or 7 person’s autobiography caid all the
rest -ere throvn a ay I understand.

MR. YATnUEiJRO: I shoulu make an addition of the ork of Camp I.
Thot is, that he arc typing up the block logs and are still

e have completed typing up the block logsworking on that.
for six or seven blocks hi ch c had been ft .tiling intensive

V.'e have been going through the rest of the blockstudios of.

you planning ta leave Poston?*

typing the Camp I block logs—six blocks and I think • e have

four or five little graphs I made for Camp I.
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logs and just taking out the important things. It is not the
complete log. Camp III is helping us out on this.

?.A. S7PA: In addition for Camp III, I st ted I was the draftsman,

the various depart -ents told sie to dru plans of the swimming

pool, the Ginphitheater, the ne\ Post Office, and plans of the

That’s all.dancing pavilion which I drev. for them.
DR. 1 I< ’. all, suppose there is no one in ay of replacement for

Dr. Leighton here for t-o veeks. Ho do you think the .ork .111

go? Is there enough • ork ahead for both camps or shall .e sit

dov.n and .ork out specific assignments?

rr. It just defends on he many remains.

DR. . .. I ' B: That’s another point that I ould like to say. ho is
ni sling from this group who is actually on the payroll?

UR. YaTSDSHIRO: Yoneo Ono and Hrs. Sugino.
Dj . SPICER: Mrs. Sugino is orking helf-ti le. And of course the

Camp III people. Ire tixore four besides yourself?

MR. ShiV.: Five. Three girls and t- o boys. All together five.

DR. SPICER: ' ell, the© in Camp ILIisao isnH ■ orking in the bui'oau.

•..iio regii’ds himself as permanent orkers ho expects to still be

working for the bureau after school starts? I say, the first of

October.

AIR. IS11IK0: Mine is a uestion mark.

School st.rts and we mightHISS Z’ORI OTO: I night have to ,uit.

Other iso I ..ill stay.hove to spend more time on school work.

‘ell, then no one here is leaving except Tok and Tosh.DR. SPICrR:

That ^ould leave ho- many research '•orkertJ in Camp I? George

and maybe I’.ao.

■

I
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::r. YArSUSEiPO: GrecoThere ..ill be full tine and part time . orkere.
and Yoneo ill be part time workers.

dr. ‘ TJ : T*. o pert time end three full time and question nark.
HR. YATCuSIHRO: Let1': see—George, Aiko
DR. S?ICK: That brings us to the suggestion of the Coramnity Manage

ment Division that the total staff dll be only 8 in the Bureau

of Sociological Research for all three ca ps. Six research orkers

This apparently has nothing to do 1thand tr;o secretaries.

art tine ’.'orders at all. 3 full timr- workers. Don’t let that
8 is the suggestion and each department is expectedscare you.

to sake recor/-endations as to ho • --.any it really needs above
the quota suggested and I think that the Research Bureau needs
all .ho are no reedy and -.illine to stay on through this next
year after school starts. 3o I an going to recommend that the
number that *.e have here stay as it is. In other .ords there
ill be no cuts.

hr. SOGIO.LA: You can al..ays • alk out any time you ant to can’t you?
DR. KICK: That’s everybody’s privilege. Ho: about you, Gene?

UR. CX1CKA: I will be out eventually,"ine is a bi^ question mark.

but I don’t leno how soon.
Stick on to the job until you definitely kno .MR. YAHACUCiI:

Until then deal ne into that.HR. SOGIOKA:

Temporarily to stay on until you ,jet out?DR. KICK:

MR. SOdOIvA: Yes.

We began to h<*ar in TubaThat brings u? another point.DR. SPICER:

City that we would be set up under the Conaunity Management Dl- 
vieion of which Dr. Po ell is acting bead end as soon as I came
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buck I talked to Mr. Head about it and he said that he thought
that ’ ole set up ould be :iade the sure as other centers nnd
in the other centers Community .Analysis comes under Comnunlty
^anagenent as 2 section. At first Community Management as
under hell -indley and nor it is under Dr. Po ell. In talking

to Mr. Head I presented the point of vie of both Dr. Leighton
and I that • e think it better fox* the Bureau of Sociologies!
Research to be independent and the head of the division --s-

ponsiblo to Mr. Ho -d and not responsible to the division head
Let een him and the Project Director. Mr. Head agreed ith

and’ thinks that worked cut very successfully durin.c. the last

year and he ould like to see it really operated that ’ ay,

but teclmic'iilly on paper *®ts tc put it under Corciranity

Maiu.^ement to confom to 7RA policy. I think that sakes it

rather compile ..ted and whoever comes in ill have to ork it

out and besides I am going to recommend that the Poston Cor,~.uni-

ty Analysis Section bo continued as it as before

Certainly as lor. ; aa Mr. fie?.d isto c nform to the ’ HA set up.

bore a recommendation of that sort '. ill have sore weight even

though on the organization chart it ill ap ear that research

is under Community Management, but that is another source of un-

certainty like so r-any other things here in Poston. As it stands

Mr. Head be

lieves that it shouldn’t be, but should continue as it was.

there’s a lot of confusion and certainly I wouldn’t have time

i

I

|:
!

■

end not try

So

on paper it 111 appear under Uoauunity ’fane^ent.
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to work it o.t before I left tonight. I don’t think it ill
affect the rest of you v-ry much now anyway, but it ill affect
’tho v-orkizv. relationship of vboever takes Dr. Leighton’s place
on the stiff and relationship to tie other people and so, that

The onlyis, there is nothing definite to be said about that.
definite thing as I said Saturday ni.lt is that research con-

There -.ail be a Community Analyst here in t :o or threetinucs.
’e don’t ..now for sure v;ho it ill be, but the aostweeks.

likely person is a Sociologist Cron the University of Chicago
a .:sn named -ko.ors, who rote c documentary thesis on Spanish-
Americans of Chicago and whose work has had a strong leaning
toward statistical research rather than the sort of social
mtUi.'opolojjy you have been doing, but recently he has been
working with Leonard Lerner so he won’t be entirely ne on
social-anthropological reararch. It is not certain that 31 r.

Bowers will come, but he is the most likely condid-te here. I

hope e can find someone better with a little more social- thro-
rolocical slant.

inert.
know, will be replaced by one person and the * oik of throe will
be directed ll’O.u Camp X. Apparently there ’.ill be no resident

I an jping to try and make it so we ceuanalyst in Camp III.
So that will can the samejet one, but I cm not certain.

As I a-..c it,construction of Camp III as it as before spring.
I think for

ork of those who are needed for it . ill bethe coming week the

There is no plan to have more than one re lace-
Thut is, ? i;3o Uoiacn, Dr. Leighton, snd myself, so/as c

. e are not conte&platjnj any change in the staff.
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conocu.tr on Z'inishi-;^ up the NORC work under Tosh and Ir;ao.

That Cleans that ?iost of the secretarial and typing work '. ill be

concentrated on that. That ill ta^e about one week, ill it not,
Tosh?

' ®n, ■ e will be ••crking on the report® for t.o v.eeks,
this and next ' oek, cut I don’t think ill need all the secra*e

iiO’-ie of then can be working on othor things such as blocktsriee.

lows of Meh •.*.-€> have coiaploted only about half—less than half

really. So there’s ;.uite a lot io do on that and some could be
r.elcut the research workers with their notes. Yonco is un
able to type -so someone can help biro by typing out hie work.

DR. STICK-.: ‘’.'ell, then of course the other research projects that
:.:ro going will continue as they have. In conncation with those
working on specific research projects as your work is planned—
•ill you be occupied for tie next fc. weeks? Is there

for new asslyments there? • ell, is your work pretty oil

For how lonw, let’s say.z apped out?

YR. YmU^IBO: ftrucG is doin.5 block studies.

IcS iwRIu.TrO: ill mine have to be in this Thursday?
., R. Y^Sb’SEiaO: Hot necessarily, but you can continue on th t. If

you stay on with the Bureau after school starts, maybe you c:in

rite about th© early beginning of the school and help out /.iko

TuiaMchi on her report.

So that can go ahead for the next two . cels or r/iybe three.DR. SPICIJK:

ell, so far sh the -ener-.l policy of the Bureau tl ere- -. ill

In talking things over .ith lir. Head -;e expressedbe no changes.

any need

rreat appreciation for the work that has been done this year and 

he think, that it ought to so along this eajie way, that is, attest-

conocu.tr


1
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inj to ..ark out c. general cob: unity study to be recorded of all
the important events in the co. unity, continue the sociological
analysis in the various Institutions in relations to ersonalitics
to then as e have so far. He tells me that he :-sde a speech
at a conference in which he said that he felt the work of the
Bureau had been directed in the right v.ay. That is that it

hadn’t been concerned 'Iti. trying to ...ive off-?and advice to all

the administrators and the CC and so on and so on just ar current

prob2 or.2 c.-kiie up. It h-. 3 been directed tc arcs a general record

of -verything that has happened during the year and he reeor ended

thst Cooiunity Analyst:; in other centers carry on in much the

B&ae sy and not de.;generate into curb-stone administrators giving

In other .ords Mr. Head is btxck of the prc'gram 2s Dr.tr?-tors#

Leighton c rried out here in research and I don’t sec any need
to citer that. He.'ever, it has to be said that ; e don’t know
.•ho the next Co?..■•.'.unity Analyst rill be and hor hie immediate
project policies 7 ill develop end to the recent arrangement in
the future.

hat :e did in Tubs. Ujty—some of the details of it orxbor.t

not besides something about our going to the ^nalce nance#

7JR# TAlSbWiIEC: Before you go into that, ho- about the desks and

the office snaee?
DR# S2IC?£: Office space?

uidhi?# xaTSUSIAO: Let’s see.

thet office do n there—I don’t think it is uv.itfblc to ..ork in
itl'.out the cooler# Maybe in the morning you could, but in

j

!

off-hand opinions -bout everything that carle up to the ndainis-

There 'Ill be about 12 of us here,

1 don’t kno ' ether you are interested in hearing
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the afternoon it’j =j tly hot.

n?. .tiot.?: T'.t? rooms—tho. ~isll offices never lias bean suitable.

All I can cay is that*’E.rd 7 is open to rork in. I haven’ t

I haven’t .mentioned ti e cooler to 1 r. Gelvin orgone over.

anybody else. Dr. Colvin says that the sun :orch is o on to

us—not the other t o offices. 7’e also esn get beck from Diss

Vickers -iBd others xcept Hr. Burge, ask for whatever chairs snd

so forth ti. ;t ~e ne> 4 to :.:rk on and I - ill see Mr. Gelv:n ag in

about the cooler and see .? etier :e could get started on that.

Tlit re are certainly too . ;my working in this office. ’ c have

to expand over there.

:..ID iDTCCShlRG: ell, *»e :;c;-o almost kicked out of this office.

Iley ere goin£ to so this or a so.r ition office.

Di;. Our st ch do for of.vic space is Dr. Gelvln. If any-

.;ct us out don’t go to Dr. Povell or anyone Ise.

:‘r. Gelvin is the one io tDe care of it ?.nd /.rcais-id to keep

the apace ve have noz. ‘ ard 7 also. The space .e worked in all
I don’t think you ill have trouble if you keep that inyear.

It doesn’t matter if Mr. Burge or anyone else coraes tor-dnd.

If he foils us there istry to take soace.
Any other questions about tlcvo detail: ofnothing to do.

ork?apace and furniture?
c/.ld like to nay a fc-. - or^s about 1 -t e didell, I

at Tuba Oity so you can have an idea as tc -.ct as done 7.1th
the material that • e * ere ..oikin^ for last year. ’ het XO SOt

out to do there • u- to produce the flrist report on locton and

Itset up tb.at report as a

uolvin.

body tries to

Place and •. u.s o:”1
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probably’ on’t ppecr under just that title, but the objective

in thc.t, so-called Do?T.: >08 ;JrliaSTRA!F.3£" to first

./rite a record of hhat happened to people in Ponton during this
Kot -nly /.at hapr ened to evaon^ 3> Mt also tolast year*

administrate rs. t .;ere the psychologic! effects of the

people •••ho ore ?vacu.t<?d and * ad to live hers and also het

did the administrators :&o tried to ??,ako things go—■/.hot did

they loam 3v<d ; -t they failed to ?.csm< And the -p:i< nation

LVxH\T..LCK ?.r c <?.-• ronchrd it is

Part I isIt is to be divided ini . three • •ai'ts<llkt: trie.
T>-o chapterst! c descriptive part< ere alsioat completed hile

*he :.i?st oconsisted of the description ofin Poston

Poston incident in I end also its repercussion £ in 2 and 3

<k£ objective as dascrii-tion could be risdc and from this point

Here after nearly six months of intensive ork forof vis .«,

the adju*tn&nt for about 17,000 people to ~ach other after saie

ol the bfcit'ic xiee^js-itleo lika a-cite.?, food, <it*r aud .-.-.o forth

hud occin lit i; ectiviti ?o suddenly stopped on uoveisber 18th

and it nt yed stopped for several days* '.ell, no- ' hat ore the

human eler.er.t.7 there ref . onsible for t'l v sudden stoppage of this

trc.'.c«ndou;> e fort in Poston? “•hat -orc the factors behind their

t;xwttidig--*p8yaholo^ical factors or aoru yurvly c»ooioleoiaal fuctort®

That »aa the reseutatlon of the first cbu. tcro those are

In trying to saar-er the questionthe questions as. cd>

stooped?0 you have to go into the hole background of the eyacueea

You have to discuss the apecifieat all as the ataiuistmor;?.

of thtt Ki- -^z::

" by it all
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events of Poston in the firot few nont s such as the unfull-
filled pro Isost physical disconfor s> attempts at solf-govem-
nont and so n—all the things that you are quito faniliur with
—personalities and ao on. All those factors liavc to be con-

dlorod in answering the question, ”Why Poston suddenly stopped?”
V'ellP the first chapter ends there.

T o second c upter is a history of Poston describing what
t■ o factors wore involved Loth on the activities before the

strike and in the strike itself. It *s a history that Dr. Leigh

ton is still working on and begins well back before evacuation—

it’a pickin out events with the most social significance—

understanding nooples* attitudes in relations to each other in

oil, that’s all the descriptive) part and only the firstP ston.

cow leted and art of the second.chapter is pu rt II has no

but ight be called the ZOMIDIS^TIV . CFtitle yet,

PoSTUh and so far there are only parts of the two chapters writ-

Tu*o has to do with the selection of the personnel, that is,ten.

”What kind of people should bo selected in a project of thio kind

as administrators and as ovucuoo officials?” Dr. Leighton is ap

proaching that question by giving some case istorios of adm n-

ietrators who fail at their job and evacuee officials whose re

lations were bad with the community and then also case histories

of t ose who were new worked out well uni w’-at wore the qualities

needed to maxo a good administrator—good evacuee admnistrator«

Then in outline form in some narts of tho c apters on aolf-govorn-

to ranko it a Little more broader term—participation ofi i«nt are
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evacuated people themselves in the running of the project. The

the discussion of them—their successes and failures and of the

program of self-governnent and the participa ion of the udninis-
traters in tho project. That chapter ronaino mostly to bo written.
There’s another chapter, nrobably, on community. Getting infortsa-
tion us to policies on the community and getting information in

regard to the coaniunity reactions and feelings, about things be

fore the other administration tied up with self-government program.

tied up with reject organization and for.ial organization and 30

All those questions are to be taken up. Another brief chapteron.

will be on the place of research. What it did ’-i and what it didn’t
do and what it could have Jone. And another chapter dealing with

a certain problem, the red part which Dr. Leighton culls "PRINCI-

RLLIS OF idF A.j’ GM which takes on the probelra which cane

up in the management of Poston, of tho-e ’.iving in Poston and try

to formulate, you m ght say, a number of rules, a number of . en

eral plans, just ar. other affairs that we a *e very familiar with

as a result of our work with others during the year. The plans

in a commun -y like this—you can’t think of the community as a
whole, but as real basic units as it develops. So’ue blocks are

community rjanagenent and building will be discussed briefly in the

Dr. Leighton’plan is to > vu the De art.ment offinal chapter.
so-called AAhUBOOI FOR ADMTilS' RATO. ~

and in that case it will be circulated in the project for the bene

fit of tho oeople, concerning the conwunity council and the admin

interior probably publish t■e

council, of course, and the v rious committees that jrow up-

good examples of absolute failures. A number of general plans of
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istering in the various projects—supposing that that analysis of
a your of observation in Poston will be of use in the future prob
lem in relocation center* But the w’-olo thin^; is not juat direct
ing toward relocation center problems, but in general problems of
the administration of large groups of people especially groups of

people under unfavorable condition—relocation and resettlement

situations that we cun expect to develop after the war* I f ink
the estimate now is that it is something liko five million people

in !'-urope at least who are not only evacuated but are homeless*

There’s at least that in China—probably there are many more than

that in China* They were evacuated, but with no place to go* This
is to help in settling those conditions in Europe, Asia and else

where and help in specific probler..s in resettlement* That ’ s one
aspect of wiier utility of this year’s report* There will undoubted

ly bo after the war a shifting across borders from nno country to

another. Our hope is that this report of t^iie yo- r’s work will

It will only be a "drop in the bucket", hutcontribute something*

it should be a contribution. That report will not be .lone for two

Dr. Leighton, Scotty, Florence, and Tosh will all be work-montLs*

ing in the Indian Office in Chicago on the completion of that rart

Yre hope it will bo done in t\.o months* Howof the Poston report.

in aldition to that re ort we have other things contemplated* One

It (escribe* the techiniqueis a Land book for Social Scientists*

and methods developed in the study of Poston for guidance for

the anthropologists and soc .olo ists making a study _n other
As yet we have no plan*communities elsewhere wherever

in which to complete that record or report.We can see no way

o
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will got funds to work on it and also the personnel and Dr* Leighi

ton’s vlun is to got another assignment apart from the Poston work
either here on the project in the preparation of the report or he

will be of so^owhore naybe in Sicily studying the situation there*
Kaybe in Italy so that other part of Poston work will have to wait*
There’s a lot wore that I can say of what wo did, but I don’t know

what you would like to hoar* I can only outline thoobjectivos—

if you fool that you will be interested* Veil, in a few words wo

started out with, you might say, a fxv fold objective* First, wo

wanted a systematic record of all the important events that took

place in Poston, skeleton history such as wo ad in Window hock

and Dr* Leighton worked on that. That T*ae

ora of the basic Material that v.g nut together covering ' ay, 1?«2

to July 15, 1943. Then another piece of v/ork that we did was to

work on the social structure of 'oeton* l:ow, the first step in

that was to think of each block as a social institution and try

to 300 how each social institution developed in Poston—-how at

each block they put each person in his place or •'» r place* I
think each of us living in a block in Poston .iovelo. ed a new set

I know I did in Block 34* I had to learnof social personality*

new ways of social behaviour and I boemne sensitive of the utti-

I think I began totudee of people which I didn’t know about*

Certainly I behaved in a different way*out in a different way*
I was a different man—at least living in a different way from the

Loll, what in the block as a social insti-way I lived before.

X'
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and oorge, Jyuichi,

It ..ay not be completed for a long time* ' e don’t know where we
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tut ion—eating in common and so forth. It takes a volume to answer
that question. The way we attacked it was this. ’ 3 worked out fold

ers for such block in Camps I to III and vo ut together all the
mate rial we ' ave on each block. How they ranged from th© rating
on the latrine inspection to perhaps to records of block meetings.
All kinds of niscollaneous data. Then for oach of those blocks we

put aterial together in the fem of a ouLK^ary. Covered briefly

in the swnuary was first statistical characteristic of block,9

number of people from different geographical areas in Ca.ifomiat

number of each religious groups and so on. In the second section

fee summarised the nature of each adjustiaent of each block—not

Then we siumariaed tho characteristics of thegoing into detail.

block leaders—who they ware, their past—that is where they fit

into the social unit Lefc”O and the characteristic of their leader-

Then an analysis of what ve call th©ship in Poeton and so on.

social integration of the block—how well each block organized

politically and how orly and how the block council functioned

and if it functioned at all—what was the relationship of th©

blocktnanager and blockcouncilnan and th© Issoi Advisor and so on;

trying to get picture of how block organized themselves in formu

lation period of tho block and also formulation of associations

within the block, by thr.t 1 mean the young people’s group, fu.;in-

kai and so on and how tho*© associations linked each block with

Ono cf V'O very nterosting th ngs in tho analysisother blocks.

of associations was that v.e began to find that the blocks with

Orange County people for instance, I forgot tho nw-iber of the quad
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are all interlinked with the various associations, young rookie’s

associations particularly. The Lob Angeles bloc its are not likeI
that at all. However, there in an exceptional ono like the Gelden
Bears that links with other blocks, but not as closoly like the
Orange County group. The Imperial Valley people are not tied in

The least tied up is tho Salinas bunch. That’s anot! or
structure of the social structure. Has lots of political impli

cation as v;oll as social and recreational. But that was one of

the things we wore attempting to do—cultural areas—cultural area

b-sed on previous locality. Culture in Poston is dif^e -ent de

pending on what locality they camo before. Those kgre filed

in each block folder—made a fol ter for t' e su mary of block sen-

Those sentiments wore taken from meetings such as be-tir/ients

tween tie TCC and the BC. Spokesman from each block—sometimes

blockmanager and sometimes the Issei Advisor—thin- o h ve been

going on such and such a way in our block—we think this about

this and so on—usual’y in this mooting they said ”in our block5

we are ono happy family”. That be pan to occur again ant again.

Then there are sentiments on gambling, TCC, housing, and so on

and so on. It’s all filedin th© block folders. ’Veil, wo bad a

fol ter for each block with Simply go

ing over and through it io a tremendous job. We got as far as

analyzing ono block social institution for whole of Camp I and

that was the kitchen—the full role of the kitchon and mess hall

and total association of the block. I am getting long*

winded again.

First effective

— ___
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Well,

one of the most important things developing.

a summary for each block.

Ytell, in tho development of the kitchen you see
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block sanctions for the removal of people developed around the

kitchen; usually the kitchen crew. Well, in some blocks it oc-

curred v/ en the fujinkai complained ab ut the condition of the

kitchen Part of the kitchen crew worked against another kitchen

I think we overlooked the kitchen as an important socialc rev.

we have various organizations—wo have theorganizati n.

in some blocks the fujinkai, various recreation

social groups and so on and finally the convention-

But we were -ackling the block as a social institu-

tion trying to find cut how it developed. That was one part of

It is but one means com

pleted. Well, that was one part of the study of the social struc-

In addition to that we had to tackle each of the moreture.

Co-op, CC, and the I AB, and etc.

Vo hud to sit down and analyze those personal record histories

and then try to determine the role of each of the social insti-

Going throughso much for the social structure

the .atorial and putting thorn in the folders took most of the

'.'o could easily work six more months just

making an adequate study of the data that wo have which I

think is recognition for the work of the staff during the year.

There is a lot of awfully good Et-.ier.ial and its great quality

of it and I am sure we have the best record of what happened

in all of the relocation centers in Poston. noneof tho records

in other Comr.unity Analysis Sections begins to compare with the

The material has holes in it, but isrecord wo h ve on Poston.

amazingly complete considering the condition we had to work under

—
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al clique.

ti’.e in Tuba City.

tution.

the analysis of the social structure.

associations,

obvious social structures,

blockcouncil,

Veil,

Veil,
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in Poston and it shows up in tho data of the social structure.
Another point of attack was the pa 3< -nalities. .Tiat for instance
was tho role of Hr. Head? Uh.'-.t was the effect of his particular
kin 1 ci’ personality on this reject? An analysis of this was made.
You know how r. Head by’ nved here and his buc ground and tried
to evaluate his role on this project. i.evorand ’fitani had a tro-

1 mendous effect in t' e community in various ways. To analyzed
his role and so oh •Ind that will bo carried on at Chicago by

Dr. Leighton. That’s the three approaches along which wo are

The fourth is more complicated and more difficult.working.

How people felt. Their attitude

as it developed during tho year. Soctty did most of the groundI
work on that and was still in tho process of developing—sort

of studying and analyzing sentiments—euch as—’’Oh, tho govorn-

ir.ent brought uo here so it owes us a living**—sentiments in re

gard to the food investigation by the Community Council. So that

was the four fold attack on the material that wo gathered during

social structure, personality, and sentiments.the year.

Cut of the analysis of that raterial one can buijd a number of

different descriptive material on tho a lininistrutive problem.

Such a raterial io in tho offing, but don’t know w^en it will be

Another could bo more simply oriented toward simplycompleted.
let’ssay or something like that.

Perhaps that wouldn’t bo practical but would bo immensely interest-

Another presentation would ba—That does this sort of thinging.
In coming back I founddo to administrators?

the admininstratorg.

1
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£
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Histories,

The study of the oontimonts.

a great change in
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It seeme to ^.e that the people and onthusiasia 13 pretty tmch
oozed out and that’s pretty obvious« They are rot so much interested
in their jobs. I think the sane effect is on tho people living in
Footon.

Any none questions on the Tuba City work?
?’R. SASAKI: How about a few of our work—something like the one on

fa lily?

The family article is coming out in the Analysis of Aucri-DR. S?'TCER:

can Social Science. Tho article on scientific approach in Communi

ty ’anagemont is coring-»ut in the Americn Journal of Psychiatry in

a few months. 7e don’t know for '.sure what issue. VJio is going

to b vo time to produce a few - oro articles, wo don’t know. If
any of you have any ideas about any short articles try to work it

out and send it on to Dr. Leighton. Any sort of article an any

sort of thing you think would be worth writing about. be have

no others projected

YATSP3HIR0: The HOHC has suggested to us that we write a short

article for tho Public Opinion Quarterly magazine.

D o SPICER: Don’t you think that will grow pretty naturally out of tie

report you uro working on now?

If e have the time and the capacity we will do it.?JR. YATSUSHIRQl

They have only suggested it.

It would help if we had the files.MR. ISbli’O:

The files will ba used by Dr. Leighton until be finishesDR. SPICER:

He has the Indian office in Chicago.up the work.

Where will they go after that?MR. ISHINO:

I should think a great art of it will ooms back ere.DH. SPICER:
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Supposing some of us wanted to use It to write a paperMR

The way to jet action would bo to get in touch with Dr©SPICKRi

The plan is to ultimtely turn it over to some univer-Collier©
7/h: t universitysity, probably the University of Chicago files©

Dr© Tieighton will go into that© Dr.
Leighton’s idea hasn’t been that it will bo cloned in some govern*

It should bo much mere available for scientific study©

hasn’t been determined©

went files©

for ochool—uae it for reference©

Leighton wherever he may bo and get hit: to put treasure on *r©



April 34, 1945

Confidential

i

Colorado River Relocation Center 
Poston, Arizona

I

I Memo to:
Froc-t : 
Subject:

This is bclnq written in response to Jphn Province’s memorandum of 
March P7 concerning the effect iven ass of systems of distributing informa
tion about roet-exclixsion policies end about relocation. While this io 
addressed to you rs ry superior, copies are also being rent to the fash- 
ington Office of -TA.

Groups of evacuees from the eaxe California community have not 
bean meeting in Poston to any great degree for the making of relocation 
plans. The coordinated planning of the Sacramento group that returned

To review the history of the ost-exclusion program a bit: you 
will remember thrt rc soon rr the news about the lifting of the exclu
sion orders rad. the closing of the centers was ready to be announced, 
you called a F«rien of meetings of both appointed personnel members and 
evacuees. At the seme time, Information began to be distributed through 
the Poston Chronicle and through the Block Manr.gerr: and Councilman. 
This was written material, either prepared in ’^ablngton, or on the 
project. While some kinds of written material have been distributed with 
decreasing frequency, matters of special importance are still mde public 
in this manner.

_______

With the exception of those at the time of Dillon Myer’s visit, 
very few meetings of evacuees on relocation or center closure vrere 
called by the administration during the first three months of 1945. 
Post experience in Poston and in other centers has shown that meetings, 
especially block meetings, are a most effective means of arousing and 
crystallising opposition to VRA plans. To cite some examples: Meetings 
called at the beginning of the strike at Poston by appointed personnel 
were the cause of a further breach between the opposing parties in the 
dispute; meetings in some centers at the tine of registration provided 
an opportunity for disgruntled elements to crystallize opposition; and, 
block meetings at Tule lake before segregation led to a decision on the 
part of whole blocks to stay in the center. Therefore, it was decided 
in December that few meeting®, few pep talks, and as little obvious 
pressure on evacuees aa possible would occur during the first phase of 
tho post-exclusion period, Emphasis was pieced on distribution of writ
ten information and on tho operation of the regular channels of oral in
formation In the center.

Duncan Mills, Project Director^
•b&uid f='r>es)C-6' Ca/v™
Information on Relocation and Post-3xcluslon Policies
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.J

The Inst mooting of the Advisory Committee, on April 10, was the 
sourco of some useful ideas on information* Generally speaking, however, 
questions on information that arise between the meetings of the committee 
ore handled by the usual procedural methods. Uven the Information Co
ordinator is not always consulted as it is often simpler for the members 
of the relocation staff, for example, to solve thoir technical problems 
themselves.

It is necessary to point out that practically no ordinary members 
of the evacuee comuni ty know of the existence of the Advisory Committee, 
For that matter, they also do not know about the regular weekly staff 
meetings which the Unit Administrators and the Block Managers1 Supervisor 
of Camp I attend. This represents an important difference between these 
bodies and ones like the Relocation Commissions and Study Committees of 
other centers. The attitud.es and behavior of the members of tho latter 
groups are known to the evacuee community.

early in April and the meeting of Loo Angeles people with the Relocation 
Program Officer, at his invitation, are the only developments resembling 
this in Poston. Those have been discussed in recent weekly reports; henco 
I will not review their significance here. Generally speaking, informal 
relocation planning by evacuees has been on ths basis of family or friend
ship ties, rather than the ties of past geography.

Some of the functions of a relocation commission have boon served 
by the Advisory Committee to the Coordinator of Information on the post
exclusion program. This committee, made up of a few division and section 
heads, plus the Community Council Chairman, Local Council Chairman, Unit 
Administrators, Block Managers1 Supervisors and the City Manager, has not 
met often but has boon quite effective. It has represented essentially 
an extension of the regular weekly joint staff conferences. The extra 
people on the Advisory Committee have not been as firmly committed to 
helping the relocation as those in the smaller group. This meant that in 
the earlier weeks of the post-exclusion program reasonably influential 
people were given a chance to "blow off steam* regarding the closing of 
the center* But they also were tho source of valuable suggestions re
garding the relocation of those people whom they believed able to leave. 
There is no doubt that participating in the meetings changed the atti
tudes of tho leaders and their close friends in a positive direction.

Boston does not have a relocation commission, as you know. I be
lieve that it was quite correct to decide, when tho question first cane 
up, not to form such a body because the time had not yet arrived when a 
group made u entirely of evacuees could be effective. It would have 
developed into one of the following: (1) a group of “stooges* doing 
what the administration wanted, but not trusted by the people; (2) an 
inactive group providing the form but not tho function of such a commis
sion; or, (3) a organized nnti-ralocatlon body. Actually one nan has 
been occupying the nost of secretary of tho commission, but this has 
singly been a sinecure.

attitud.es
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i

There are various degrees of •secret” cooperation with the appointed 
administrator®. Not all of those who do thin know exactly what they are 
doing or that others are also working in this way. The terminology that I 
have used here would surprise some to which it applies.

While it is true that no evacuee loaders of any importance in Poston — 
Cleaning those with a significant amount of sunport from the people — be
lieve that the center ought to be cloned at tho end of this year, there 
are cany who are willing to cooperate in one fashion or another in the re- 
locating of as many people as possible* .is I have pointed out in a past 
weekly report, evacuee leaders and appointed administrators have agreed to 
disagree on whether the center should and will be closed. During the past 
year or so, the most Important process in accomplishing anything in the 
center, either in relocation or center management problems (like mess hall 
closing), has been through a variation of the ^underground” system found in 
occupied territories. The key members of this ’’underground” ore a snail 
group who are in agreement with fundamental policies on the future of 
the Japanese in America. They are bilingual Issei, for the most part. 
They hold administrative or council positions. They aro willing, as long 
as their role does not become too obvious, to plan in advance with ap
pointed administrators, and work to spread Information and Implement 
policies in the post-exclueion or other programs. They work through 
others in the evacuee community who trust them. They also can control or 
influence .Block Managers and Councilman. By this nothod, favorable rumors 
are spread, unfavorable rumors are refuted, ana oral inforsution about re
location is spread as fast ns the people are willing to accept it. This 
•underground” system has been the means of breaking up the beginning of 
organized resiotanco to relocation, which was becoming important in Decem
ber and January.

The now relocation reading room, which has boon established for 
several months now in Unit I, is functioning excellently. Located as It is 
at tho crocsing of halls in the main administration building, it is used 
appropriately ns a waiting room and lounging room by evacuees. Practically 
all who ait there read tho publications spread out on the tables. Some of 
this involves ordinary magazines, but a great deal of the reading by both 
Issei and Ninel is relocation literature. I would suggest that under no 
circumstance should this rending room be shifted to another location, but 
I do not imagine that you or Carter would consider this. I do not know 
how well the Unit II and TIT reading rooms are functioning.

Because the members of the •underground* also hold regularly 
recognized places in the administrative and legislative bodies on the cen
ter, they can talk with non-Japanese ns often as they wish without arousing 
the curiosity or resentment of other evacuees. It is assumed that they arc 
discussing some problem of project management. Several evacuees, who have 
been extremely helpful to the relocation prograr, are believed by mnay 
other Japanese to be simply protectors of the people’s interests and 
•headaches” to tho appointed personnel.
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The difficulty with the above sy stem is that some of the key people 
involved are sufficiently sympathetic to relocation to relocate themselves 
‘before long. It seems to r.e, Mr. Mills, that a noct important job for you 
during these present months is to find, with the help of the existing 
group of key people, a new group to take their nlace, and a new system of 
unofficial and infoi*mal channels to replace the present ones.

As a result of the choices that wore made and the course that was 
followed in the earlier starjeo of the post-exclusion program, antagonism 
toward the idea of relocation and toward the project administration is at 
a minimum. The plan has been to exert pressure gradually—to keep the 
rush toward relocation within the center in stop with the growth of oppor
tunities for relocation in outside areas, but particularly to keen it wt 
too f?r out of line with the ideas of the ordinary evacuees. In various 
weekly reports I have commented on the calmness of the people and on the 
unemotional, yet healthy* way in which peoule have been making plans to 
leave and have been leaving. These attitudes could have been different 
had other policies been followed during earlier crucial periods.

Particularly since the all-center conference, a number of evacuee 
leaders have pointed out to the appointed personnel that the average 
resident of the center knows very little about tho specific points of the 
post-exclusion program, following his spectacular ‘'conversion1* to reloca^- 

estinatod that of the people know 
He said they think that the $25.00 relocation grant 

(I think his estimate is ovoi^-pessiaistle). 
and George Katow, Chairman of the 3x- 

This spontaneous doriand for

The two Camp I delegates to tho all-canter conference, Xatow and 
Okamoto, have been spearheads in campaigns to revise the information, 
planning, and procedural systems regarding the post-exclusion program in 
the center. Both were very much impressed by the work of evacuees in 
other centers and both have boon anxious to establish in a modified form 
one or another of these institutions already operating elsewhere.

tion, Minoru Okamoto, City Manager 
practically nothing.
is all the aid they can receive.
Tsuneo Sumida* Unit I Administrator
ecutive Board, have also mode the same points.
information is the result of tho carefully planned program of the preceding 
months.

Okamoto, working through the Community Council, led that body to sug
gest to you, Mr. Mills, thr.t Issei welfare counselors be employed; these 
counselors were to have the duties and powers of the appointed counselors, 
but were to be responsible directly to you. This idea reached you in a 
memorandum dated March 28. You answered that you viewed tho idea favorably 
and would like to discuss it at tholr convenience. You said that you 
thought that relocation advisors as well as welfare counselors should be 
considered in discussing thio system. Mo answer has been received from the
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The primary difficulty with all of the plans mentioned above is thnt 
they do not yet have popular support among the people. There is also that 
fact that two of the leaders mentioned by name, and their followers, do not 
get along too well, it would be difficulty, but not impossible, to coor
dinate and cooperate with these plans.

Another system that is beginning to function, but which is much less 
ambitious in its scope is one which was worked out Jointly by Tsunoo ^umida, 
Unit I Administrator, and Hiss Butler of the Welfare Section. Swnida had 
mentioned that various questions which he was unable to answer were being 
asked by evacuees. He submitted a fairly long list of such questions — not 
actual, but typical ones — and Miss Butler prepared answers to them. On 
the whole, the questions involved what help VEIA could give families with

Batov has boon favoring a relocation commission similar to that in 
many centers or a relocation study group, similar to that in Heart 
Mountain. He lias discussed this with the Relocation Program Officer and 
other appointed personnel members. To date, the reception to his idea 
has evidently frustrated him.

Up until the present time, however, Hishimoto, and sense members of 
the appointed personnel have advised caution in attempting anything along 
these lines. Foor choices in personnel for any of the plans, or en over* 
ambitious program could easily do relocation much nor® harm than good. 
Were there strong popular support for such ideas, it would be much more 
difficult to make mistakes. X would suggest that in consultation with 
various persons Interested in these ideas that one scheme or a combination 
of schemes involving greater participation by evacuees be adopted soon. 
The time has come for more formal organization of evacuoeo; they should 
begin to work openly for relocation. However, the first activities of the 
group should be cautions and one of the primary aims of the organization 
should bo to build the confidence of the people. Mon who are definitely 
distrusted by the people should be excluded from the beginning, if possible.

iiick Mohimoto, Unit I Block Managers* J'.pervisor, was describing a 
few weeks ago, a slightly different system yet. It was similar to one 
that iiad been employed successfully at Rohwer. Under it, capable end 
evacuee-trusted Issei leaders would work with both relocation advisors and 
welfare counselors. The evacuee interviewers would, by virtue of their 
knowledge of individuals and of types, be able to extract the true situa
tion of the family from the person being interviewed; a non-Japanese mem
ber of the team would handle the nore technical side of the interview and 
the making of plans for the family.

Community Council, and it my be th»?.t non© will. The Council has been busy 
recently with their semi-annual election and with other organizational mat
ters. Okamoto loft on April 18 for a short term visit to California to 
make relocation plans. Since he has been the driving force, the idea may 
be forgotten.

Mr. Duncan Mllls-5-Aprll 34, 1945
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Certainly, there is not yot a thorough and general understanding of 
the long-range policies of VRA regarding the future of the Japanese in 
America. Some, who still feel strongly their injury in evacuation or who 
are orientated toward Japan, are not interested in understanding TPA’s 
policies, because they assume that they cannot agree with them.

Other new plans for the distribution of information are being introduced 
at this point. The edition of the goat on Chronicle appearing at the end of the 
week will carry two pages in English of information on relocation. Fifteen 
bulletin boards are to be erected at the bus stops in the three gasps for the 
posting of relocation information. Furthermore, a large glass-enclosed bul
letin board is being planned for some strategic relocation, probably outside 
of the Leave Office where people wait to say H£podbye(’ at departures.

The average adult in Poston knows (despite Okamoto1 s assertion) that 
increased aid to those with problems has been announced, by officials of WRA, 
The exact nature of the aid: The functions of WRA, the Social Security 
'card, and. local agencies of all kinds, are not very veil understood. Only 
a vory snail percentage, 5$ or lens, could surnrrise intelligently the role 
of these organisations.

particular problems. The questions and answers are being published in the 
gon ton Chronicle. Miss Butler has asked for further question from other poodle.

One matter on which it is difficult to define the degree of understand
ing or misunderstanding by evacuees is in regard to the closing of the cen
ter. quite soon after December 17, the overshelmiag majority of the people 
in Poston knew two facts: (1) California had been reopened for most people, 
and (2) an nnnouneanont had been made that all the centers would close within 
a year. The informat ion-distri'uting system functioned excellently to the 
above extent. Regarding the first point, there has been confusion only on 
the part of some individuals and families regarding the intricacies of tho 
exclusion and segregation lists. The oHmmlty in general has not worried 
about them. The second point, on the other hand, has been the subject of a 
variety of interpretations and speculations by evacuees. These have been 
discussed in a number of my weekly reports. frhether there is still misinfor
mation on the subject depends on one’s definition of misinformation. By now, 
evacuees not only know that WRA plans to close the centers, but somewhat over 
£50$ of the adults know the general outlines of Myer’s thinking on this sub
ject — his five reasons could be listed by some. A great many people still 
do not think this center will close at the end of the year. One hears such 
statements as, »*0h, they will change tho name and call it something also, 
but it will still stay open.n Also, rtSame other government agency will take 
ovor the center.H This is opinion, not information or mis information. How
ever, it remains the basis for the thinlcing of a great many people, and at 
least half of the riopulation in Boston is hoping and/or planning to stay 
beyond the end of the year. There have been minors that the life of the 
center will be extended; more of ouch rumors are to be expected.



Mr. Duncan Mills-7-April 24, 1245

in addition bo those made above, I would like to make the following 
suggestions for the improvement of the syr terns of distribution of information 
on the project:

One reason that detailed knowledge is lacking among the people who know 
that there are new policies is that these new developments have not become 
real, to many evacuees. Ho one th-1 the average resident knows has received 
apy special or new type of assistance from WHA. or any other organisation* 
People do not yet wholly trust the general statements that have boon made that 
all evacuees can be relocated successfully. They need to receive, through 
^grapevine0 end formal channels, detailed information on concrete cases of ths 
resettlement of people with difficult problems. Instances in which aid for 
various categories of permanently and temporarily dependent persons was ar- 
ranged in advance before returning to California would be particularly ef
fective information, if distributed in the center.

The rcoat fundamental difficulty in the way of improvement of the 
information-distribution systen is th»t people who are not interested in 
leaving the center arc also not interested in loaming much about relocation. 
Information cannot be spread any faster than motivation on the part of 
evacuees will permit. The making of plans which will affect the motivation 
of the people in enmp should be the primary consideration of those guiding 
the future of th* relocation program on the center. If leaving tho center 
is mo re desirable to evacuees than staying, the evacuees would learn about 
this and react.

(1) Despite the fact that staff members point this matter out to each 
other fairly frequently, material still reaches the people which is difficult 
fox* them to read. The Bnglish is too complicated, or, in the case of a Decem
ber message from the National Director, the Japanese is too complicated. I 
hear it said often that translations of bulletins are made by scholars and 
that their Japanese io too difficult to bo read by the average Issoi and Kibei 
resident. Others have complained about ungrammatical Japanese. •fhen material 
is distributed to evacuee residents it should be in clear, simple English and 
also in clear, simple Japanese.

Vhilo the average resident knows little about tho present evacuee prop
erty, leave, visiting, and similar regulations, he does know that he can find 
out s.bnut these if ho wishes. He knows that he will g°t an answer if he asks, 
and In regard to most problems he knows roughly where and whoa to ask.

(2) Much n»re material in Japanese Is needed. Hvaouese have remarked 
that a shortage of publications of all typos in Japanese exists now; Issei 
will read almost anything (aven relocation literature) if it is available on 
bulletin boards, ino'ficos, and inpeorlo’s homes.

(3) Vary little information from ths ’’est Const relocation offices is 
reaching this center. Only by interviewing evacuees or by listening to fel
low workers who have made trips can relocation advisors and welfare counselors 
learn about present conditions on the Coast. There is a need for information 
on housing (particularly), wages, future economic opportunities, public senti
ment, and on such general matters as the changes that have occurred during the 
past three years.
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Powell; Cartnr; Spicerce:

I

(9) I have urged, before, and. I urge again, th- t a routing system or 
systems be established among the more important evacuee and non-evaeuae offices. 
Informational materials cannot always be reproduced and distributed in quant 1- 

’fhilo some divl- 
A person with

David Preach
Community Analyst

(6) There should be information available on "ost Coast areas in which 
few Japanese have lived. Many who are seeking a new locality would prefer one 
with a West Coast climate.

ties sufficient to reach all the offices that could use then.
oions end sections nro using a routing system, others are not.
thorough knowledge of the work of various offices and individuals should co

ordinate the systems and work out the list of names on the route slip.

(4) Regular mid plentiful information should reach the center on the ad
justment that evacuees have made on the West Coast and tho adjustment the Issel 
have made in the East.

(5) In regard to both of the ^receding potato, it is most important that 
unfavorable as well as favorable information be available in the center. It 
should be used at tho discretion of the Relocation program Officer; to dis
courage relocation to unfavorable areas and to build up the feeling in evacuees 
that WRA workero are truthful and objective.

(7) Most relocation and welfare workers in Foeton have been assigned dis
tricts in campj they work with people who are fairly homogeneous in terms of 
pro*evacuation origin. It would be a valuable experience for those who do not 
know the Vent Coast tn visit the area, frora which the people in their district 
originated.

(8) Information co* Id be used on specialised Industries such as lens 
grinding, chick sexing, and craft work, which by virtue of their specialisation, 
may provide permanent security for American Japanese. Work which elderly people 
could do is particularly important.
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September 9, 19^5
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Dear Dr. Spicer:

Enclosed you will find the minutes of the last staff
I don’t knowmeeting held just before you left Poston.

how accurate it is, but I had Tosh look over the first draft

and then made the final copy. I am also sending copies to

Dr. Leighton.

I hope your trip across was a pleasant one. Everything
is going on as usual out here in Poston with the only news

as you might call it being the presence of Lt. House who is

here to interview and enlist Nisei girls into the ’7 AC’s#
--

This week, it seems that all the offices are losing their

secretaries and office girls as a great number of girls are

leaving for work in canneries in Utah for a month. Mr. Del
vin’ s secretary happened to be one of these

came into our office and Tosh saw him and he asked if one

Tell, Dr. Spicer,of us girls -would like to work for him.

I hate to admit it, but I’ve let you down and also the bureau

7veryone pursuaded me to take it andby accepting the job.

I figured it would be a very good opportunity to got actual

I
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E. H. SPICER, SENIOR SOCIAL SCIENCE ANALYST 
WRA, COZNUNITY ANALYSIS SECTION 
BARR BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

5
X
2h

girls and he
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experience in office technique and learn to meet people so
I will be eble to go out and hold I nev r discussed
with you. the reason why I declined the job offered to me
by Dr. Leighton, but that was one of the I feltreasons.

that I had a lot to learn yet, before I could go out and

make a living for myself. I had no confidence in myself and

Tuc e d ay evening an d the n ”/e dne r d ay

1 evening
Friday.

that they might leave Tue'day morning.

guess you will probably hear from him.

The situation in the office is not so bright since

Meg has accepted a n sition in the Fvacuee Property Section

and I believe Aki intends to join her in there next week.

That win only leave Akiko Awaya and 1'ery Yabutani as secre

taries and Grace Morimoto, Yon°o Ono, and Aiko Tanamachi as

the research workers. I feel sort of guilty, yet, we three

a
cut sooner or later we took what we thought would be a good

opportunity.

I guess that’s all I can think of in the line of•'ell.

All the luck to you in
your new position and give my regards to your family. I
certainly miss Qarry even though h- was a rascal at times.

O z

(

Tom is l^avinn: tomorrow morning.
$

o

7*X

than the other two girls and since there is going to be

?,'e row George

Tosh end Iwso are hurrying through their work eo

news to keep you posted on Poston.

off

a job.

we saw Misao ofr‘.

Oh, yes, Joe Nakai

I intend to gain that in the next f 
for

to -epply/a job on the outside sometime in the spring.
w months and then try

is leaving also about next Tuesday for Cleveland, Ohio. I

girls felt that it would be easier for us girls to get jobs
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Hope this finds you in the best of heelth and I hope that
line although I know you will be awfully

busy .there in ’’/ashington.

Yours sincerely,

*

§
*
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you will drop us a
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Dear Mr. Sera: Dr. Leighton has sent on to me a letter which you wrote him discussing the state of the Bureau of Sociological Research at Poston.

"Bcui,



September 27, 19^5

Dr. A. H. Leighton: Toshio Yatsushiro:

3

Meanwhile I

ji.:s

! —------

Sociological Research Bureau 
Unit III Administration C SJdg.

Poston, Arizona

Chicago,Illinois 
Aparttment 108 
5A19 harper Ave.

2

5
<

>

7* 
X
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Zu

address, 
he doo"

I wonder if you know just how Dri Spicer, wants U" to 
do. ;/e could not get in touch with him because we do not know hi

Also I wonder when our head man is going to come. If 
not come things will be bad aa days go by.

will keep’ in touch with Dr. Powell.

Sincerely yours

In Poston the weather is getting little cooler and 
it sure feels good to work every day in the office. I bet 
Chicago is cold by now.

Two months have past nince Dr. f-.picer left for
7'ashington, and as yet, we have not heard anything about who 
is td head cur department. Since most of the staff members 
leaving for outside employment, and some changing ov r to the 
other department"; the Sociological Research Bureau at present 
is in doubt if we could continue.

The girls unit one department are; Akiko
Awaya, Akiko Tanamachi, and llary ( I forgot her last name) 
the new typist. About two weeks ago the Sociol Welfare Office 
came to barrow the room to type the segregation papers. Dr. 
powell said that they will be there for two weeks period until 
thio new head come. The girls helped the-m to type the segre
gation paper and clothing allowance papers. Yesterday I happen
ed to phone to camp I from our office and found only one staff 
member left, /ary was the only typist there, and she told me 
that the desk which Akiko Awaya was using was taken by another 
Caucasian lady. 3o she did not know what to do so she went 
home. Akiko Tanamachi is getting discusted about everything 
and she is going to ouit also. These are the case in camp 
one.
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September 29» 1943

Jimmie Sera was in the office this morning to see Mr. Gelvin about the

has stepped in and taken over the office and poor Mary and Akiko are
It also seems that Dr. Balderston

has taken over one of the desks in Dr. Leighton’s office and poor Aiko
Tanamachi was literally thrown out of the office. Mery sayskxdn
she got mad and went home and hasn’t come back to the office. I don’t
bleme her.
Leighton’s office and wants to turn his office over to the Bureau of

I’ve been in his office and it is very dinky, ifSociological Research.
you get what I mean.

 :
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being bossed around by some female.

Bureau of Sociological Besearch. It seems that the Social Welfare dept.

It looks like Dr. Powell wants to take possession of Dr.
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DR. EDWARD H. SPICER, Community Analyst 
War Relocation Authority, 
910 - 17th Street, Barr Building 
Washington 25, D. C.

SITED STATES
ENT OF THE INTERIOR
E OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
S1CAGO. ILLINOIS

F1CIAL~5«TSINESS
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>Lovenber 1, 1943
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Dr. nicer:

I

J

In Unit 3 I am following Dr.

..incerely curs,

James ere

JU: IT

L

■

i ashingtozi, also I 
.alderston is in our office.

j

X

5

s-*
□ 
•> •X
>

i met t>r. _owell last week and talked about our 
bureaus future nlans. be advises me to work ■ ith the reports office until thio ne-■ head arrives here. 
I wrote to hr. Leighton end he -..as satisfied to con
tact the report office a..d at t e same ti.e work 
with then. Ar. balderston the heed of the .idult 
Lducaticn Department is going in and out at the Unit 
1 office, according to one of the secretaries there, 
this men vents the office for his purpose.

I

In Unit U I an following Dr. Lowells instructions for 
the ti ie being and things are going along v ry satis
factorily. I hope to hear from you soon.

..t present in Unit 1 there are three secretaries left. 
They are .siting for this men to be here so that V ey 
could start working again.

The Associate Director Hr. Galvin informed me, the 
head director IT. ade Head while in ..as', ington will 
contact you. This afternoon 1 am planning to see 
in-. Galvin about the report from 
want to know w y IT. ------ .

*
.yojp v
’Jr'

Lt. A. H. Leighton (LI. C.) U.L.IHJX 
Cffice of Indian ..f fairs 
Merchandise Hart Building Chicago, Illinois



December 2, 1943

Mr. Spicer

Moping to hear from you soon.

Sincerely^yours

James M. Sera

JMS:MF

i

Dr. Spicer
c/o Lt. A. H. Leighton (MC) USNR 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Merchandise Mart Building 
Chicago, Illinois

7C 
X

TO

c

f
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It has been a great pleasure to work with you and we re
gret the termination of the bureau.

••

>

We received the Calendar of Events belonging to Mr. Burge 
a week ago. The pamphlet "The Japanese Family in America" was distributed to various department throughout the camp. The 
article was very interesting and enjoyed reading it very much. 
I want to thank you for those copies.

Mr. French our new analist, according to Dr. Powell was 
drafted into the army and for the time being there will be no 
analist for this department until next fiscal year. All of the 
property belonging to this bureau was taken care of and the 
file at Camp 1 are transferred to Unit 3 office. The bureau 
in Unit 1 at present is occupied by one of the division head.

As you know the Bureau of Socialogical Research was ter
minated on November 15, 1943. At present we are under the 
Reports Office under Pauline Bates Brown. Dr. Powell of the 
community activities suggested Mrs. Brown to have the reports 
office at Unit 3. The Unit 2 reports are sent into Unit 3 
office and are being typed out by the Unit 3 secretaries. All 
of the work which are complied in this office are sent to Unit 
1 office for final checking from Pauline Brown.



December 18, 19^5

1
Dear Dr. Spicer:

I will let you know more about

I was talk"

Sincerely youre

JMSsMF

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and happy and prosperous 
year in the year’s to como.

Lt. A. H. Leighton (MC) USNR 
Office of Indian Affairs 
Merchandise Mart Building 
Chicago, Illinois

James M. Sera

c
V A

$

5
2L

*

I have made no contact with him as yet but I am in
forming you that he is here.
his office as soon as I get in contact with him.

Last night the new anaylist Mr. French arrived at Poston, 
without giving iX$d any notice of his arrival. I did not 
know about this until I phoned up camp 1 reports office this 
morning.

I met Mr. Ted Haas at the report office about three days 
ago and he told me that he met you at Tule Lake, 
ing to Dr. Powell about the work we were doing while you was 
directing us in various studies. I mentioned about what type 
of work I was doing. Dr. Powell and Pauline ®rown suggested 
to have me continue in graph work and at the sametime help 
Pauline Brown on various reports such as monthly report com
piled from various departments and weekly report which is sent 
to Washington. Also I am writing the history of various divi
sions. I have written the History of Industry, Agriculture a 
and at the present working on transportation. I was just won
dering if I should take some of my graph work out of the file 
and present them to Pauline Brown and have some of the work 
sent to Washington. John 0. Baker, Reports Officer in Wash
ington at the time when was in Poston was interested in 
graph work and he wanted to have some sent down to Washington.
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Attention: Community Analysis Section
Dear Mr. Myer:

Sincerely,

Attachments—2

/a/ DAVIT) TMSOH 
Community Analyst

\A
V

V

VHITSD STATES
WAMMBKT OF TH3 INTERIOR 

War Relocation Authority

IA

5
TO

'A

'
>

L
S
£I
7^
>

A letter dated April 5 from John Frovinse raised 
some Questions about the differences in. attitudes between 
Heart Mountain and Poston. Some of the reasons for ths 
present attitudes of the evacuees in Poston toward reloca
tion. and the closing of the center are explained in my 
memorandvua.

*

Colorado Rivor Relocation Center 
Toston, Arizona

Mr. Billon 3. Myer
Director
War Relocation Authority
Barr Building
Washington 25, D.C.

Attached are two copies of a memorandum I have sub
mitted to Duncan Mills, Project Director. As explained in 
the first paragraph, this memorandum or report was written 
in response to a memorandum of March 27 signed by John 
Pro vines* It requested an analysis of systems used on the 
project to disseminate information to evacuees.

The wide distribution that our weekly reports re
ceive in the project limits to a certain extent the kind 
of subject matter that can be discussed in thorn. This 
memorandum is intended to fill in some of the gaps that 
have beon left.

r\ rn 
?

s5
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Dear Ned:

bearing on

1“

If my report can still be placed in the National 
Archives, or if it can still be of use to others studying the general 
problem, I am willing to do whatever is necessary to make it available#

a\r

2845 Buena Vista Way 
Berkeley, 8, Calif. 

June 2J, 1946 r

s

u

2

Kay tells me that while passing through Washington, she talked 
with your wife about my final report. You will remember that 1 had 
planned to get the report finished before leaving Poston. While I did 
not have as much time as I had originally hoped, I did expect until 
shortly before leaving the center to complete a manuscript for you and to 
submit it. Although I have since been engaged in dealing with a number 
of personal matters, I have continued to work on the report. Progress 
has not been rapid, however, and I am now anxious to learn from you any 
facts about the situation in Washington wnich might have a 
my work#

We have 
felt that such a publication, following the form and content of anthro
pological monographs fairly closely, would not overlap work done by 
Leighton, Thomas and Nishimoto, WRA, or others writing specifically on 
Poston#

My report is in two sections: a brief history and a descriptive 
sociological study. Neither are complete, but both should be of sufficient 
documentary importance to warrant being placed in the National Archives 
when finished. I assume, with regret, that the time is long since past 
when anything I write will be of aid in the completion of WRA publications# 
My wife said, however, that there is a possibility that there will be 
continued study in Washington of evacuation and relocation, during the 
second half of this year.

fairly lengthy rough draft is in the form of an original and 
one carbon and should be completed in a week or so# There are a number 
of questions which I should like to have answered so that I will know how 
to wind up the job and what to do with the finished report# Is writing 
going to continue beyond June Is there any point in my sending to 
Washington a rough draft copy of my report as soon as it is completed? 
To whom should I send it? Kay can make a final copy of my report, if 
necessary, though it would be laborious and possibly entail some expense# 
If she does this, how many copies should be prepared? I remember that in 
Poston three copies were being made of final reports. Does this still 
hold? The copying would be finished and in Washington sometime before 
the middle of July.

As you may remember, it has long been my intention to expand my 
report into an ethnographic study. Kay has been planning to collaborate 
in the final product by writing up a doctor’s dissertation, using related 
data which she gathered in connection with her relocation work.



v/e would like to see you*

Sincerely,

I understand that you are going to return to Arizona, 
time schedule; are you likely to be on the coast in the near future?

We are now living next door to Dick Nishimoto.
Were he here at the moment I’m sure he would ask that regards be sent.

What is your 
If so,

>
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A difficulty has arisen in regard to our projected work, but this 
difficulty will not affect my final report. My draft board has again begun 
the process of inducting me into the army. The nearest local board here in 
Berkeley has given me information which suggests that I will remain a 
civilian until August at least. I may then be rejected, as has happened 
at numerous times in the past. If I am drafted, however, it may be im
possible for me to complete my part of the study Kay and I planned.
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"Report on Poston for Week Ending October 22, 1944," Report 
No. 24, no date, 4 pp. - appointed personnel relocation; 
evacuee pay checks; nurse aide recruitment; West Coast return; 
volunteers on school construction; project movies.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from October 23 to November 
12, 1944," Report No. 26, no date, 3 PP. - Weekly appointed 
staff-evacuee meetings; return to California; ejection of 
Nisei veteran from Parker barber shop; national election; 
ex-servicemen’s organization; evacuee pay checks.

Analysis Trend Report from November 13 to 19, Report No". 27, Nov. 21, 1944,’3 pp. - Integration of Com
munity Activities Section into other branches of administra
tion; Manpower Commission; transportation control of evacuees; 
Caucasian-Negro relations; evacuee passes for trips to 
Phoenix; fuel oil problem; Parker barber incident; Gov. E. 
Warren’s statement on evacuee West Coast return.

COLORADO RIVER RELOCATION CENTER
David French, Community Analyst

"Report on Poston for Three Week's Ending September 24, 1944," 
Report No. 17, no date 4 pp. - Analysis of relocation statis
tics; evacuee personnel shortage; juvenile "delinquency," 
Council nominations.
"Report on Poston for Week Ending October 1, 1944," Report 
No. 18, no date, 3 pp. -Warehouse employment shortage; lead
ership in Camp III; Selective Service; water pump breakdown; 
Block 13 murder. kA I

"Report on Poston for Week Ending October 13, 1944," Report 
No. 23, no date, 4 pp. - Pfc. Higa’s visit; center closure 
and West Coast return; departure of'Camp III evacuee leader; 
juvenile delinquency.

7£

"Report on Poston for Week Ending October 8, 1944," Report 
No. 19, no date, 6 pp. - Block 14 suicide; appointed per
sonnel rumors; rumors about center closure and West Coast 
opening; relocation interest; reduction of mess hall workers; 
Army call send-off; American Japanese ethnocentrism.

"Community Analysis Trend:Report from November 20 to 26, 
1944," Report No. 31, Nov. 30, 1944, 6 pp. - Transportation 
and curbing use of motor equipment; joint administration of 
the project; fuel oil; Tooele Ordnance work; staff meeting 
on community government; control of project movies; dancd 
program; 6th War Loan Drive.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from November 27 to December 
3, 1944,"‘Report No. 32, Dec. 7, 1944, 6 pp. - Project trans
portation; fire prevention; Memorial Day service; West Coast 
return; Poston II schools; "hotel" for evacuee visitors in 
Unit I; evacuee apathy.

*These report numbers are those of the Analyst in the center.
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Community Analyst Trend Report from December 4 to 10, 1944," 
Report No. 36, Dec. 16, 1944, 4 pp. - Project transportation; 
Honor Rolls for evacuees in service; relations' between units; 
Unit III murder attempt.

"Community Analyst Trend Report from Jandary 22 to 28, 1943,"' 
Report No. 48, Feb. 3,'1943,:2 pp. - Post-exclusion-general; 
All-Center Conference plans; mess hall closing; language difficulties in the mess hail quota problem.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from January 29 to February 
4, 1945," Report No. 49, Feb. 8, 1943, 7 pp. - Selection 
of delegates for All-Center Conference; effects of incident ' 
rumors on West’Coast toward relocation; problems of new ' 
entry and departure systems'; Selective Service rumor; unem
ployment in Unit III; election results by blocks.

"Community Analyst Trend Report from December 11-to 17, 
1944," Report No. 37, Dec. 23, 194'4, 4 pp. - Opening of 
Coast and center closure; transportation; juvenile pressure 
group; irrigation work,
"Community Analyst Tr^nd Ropvit frbnr December 18 to’24, 1944',' 

■’ Report No. 38, Jan. 3, 1943, 7 pp. - Opening of Coast and
Poston I Council meeting on problems and proposals on center 
closing and West Coast opening; Parker deputy sheriff's at
tack on Nisei soldiers; salary bonuses for evacuee hospital ' 
workers. ■ '

"Community Analyst Trend Report from Jammy 1 to 7, 1943, 
Report No. 43, Jan. 11, 1943, 6 pp. - New.Year's period; 
differing reactions of Issei and Nisei to center closing; 
reopening of assembly centers and relocation hostels; at
titudinal differences between Nisei visitors and resident 
Nisei; executive assistants for'Unit administrators; bad 
rice; arts and crafts exhibit.

T-13. "Community analyst-Trend ’Report from January 8 to '14, 194'3," 
Report No. 46i Jun. 20, 1943, 7 pp.■- Post-exclusion program 
arid resistant attitudes toward center closing; All-Center 
Conference plans; new visiting regdlations; mess hall clos
ing and quotas; shopping trips to Phoenix.
"Community -nnulyst Trend Report from January ;13 to 21, 1943," 
Report No. 47, Jun. 26, 1943, 8 pp. - Post-exclusion - gen
eral summary; center closing; mess hall closing; cuts.'in . 
mess hall quotas; reinstatement Of residents; reports from 
West Coast; government visitors seeking evdeuee ’ employees ;’ 
government‘property in the blocks. ‘

"Community Analyst Trend Report from December 23 to 31, 
1944,"-Ropbrt No. 39, Jan. 3, 19*3, 3 PP- - Post-exclusion 
program and incident rumors from West Coast; former residences 
and possible return; mess hall closing plan; evacuee pres
sures against West Coast relocatees.'
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"Community Analyst Trend Report from February 12 to 18, 
1943," Report No. 52, Feb, 19, 1943, 3 PP« - Post-exclusion- 
generai; relocation problems and attitude toward Administra
tion; relocation to Tooele Ordnance Depot; Fresno area ini 
cidents; Los Angeles reports; transportation complaint of 
relocatees; mess hall closing; active duty send-off; unem
ployment through mess hall closing.
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"Community Analyst Trend Report from February 3 to 11, 1943/ 
Report No. 31, Feb.. 14, 1943, 3-PP. - All-Gen-

. ter Conference delegates’ election; Spanish delegate’s visit;
government loans for Issei; relations with Parker merchants; assault in Block 38. .

"Community Analyst Trend Report from March 26 to April 1, 
1943," Report No. 64, Apr. 2, 1943, 3 pp. - West Coast 
relocation trend; evacuee participation in Welfare work; 
news of Spanish diplomatic split; combining of mess halls; 
mess hall quotas; party for departing appointed personnel member; ban on watermelon planting.

"Community Analyst Trend Report from February 19 to 23, 
1943," Report No. 34, Feb. 27, 1943, 8 pp. - All-Center Con
ference reports; social pathology; transportation for re-’ 
locatees; Social Security Act; reports from Imperial Valley 
and Riverside; unauthorized use of.vehicles; mess hall 
'quotas; project unemployment. Report on departure of lead
ers is appended.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from February' 26 to March 4, 
1943," Report No. 38, Map.. 7, 1945, 5 PP* - All-Center Con
ference delegates return; National Director's expected visit; 
seasonal work; Nisei relocation; deterrents to relocation; 
alien travel restrictions; reports from San Joaquin and .

"Community -analyst Trend Report from March 3 to 11, 1945," 
Report No. 59, Mar. 15, 1945, 4 pp. - Dillon Myer’s visit; 
rumor about relocation grants; dependency benefits for 
parents of Nisei soldiers.; relocation aid for Iss.eip rumors 
about closing of other centers;' clothing allowance and pay 
checks; indictment of draft evaders; departure of Community 
Enterprises executives.
"Community Analyst Trend Report'from March 12 to 18, 1945," 
Report No. 61, Mar. 20, 1945, 4pp.* Post-exclusion-general; 
passiveness toward relocation and center closure; reasons 
for decreased relocation during first part of March; closy 
ing of Poston schools; segregation rumor; manpower prob
lems; mess hall closing.
"Community .analyst Trend Report from March 19 to March 25, 
1945," Report No. 63, Mar. 27, 1945? 2 pp. :- Outlook on re
location; mess hall quotas and closing; unauthorized use of 
government vehicles.
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"Community Analyst Trend Report from May 21 to 27, 1945," • 
Report No. 80, May 29, 1945, 2 pp. ~ Relocation departures; 
relocation to Fresno;'Relocation Advisory Committee meeting; 
resettlement assistance rumor; .group relocation to California; 
Buddhist hostels; wives of servicemen; parent-teacher con
ferences ;' gate procedures; transportation to Parker; inter
camp transportation; closing of mess halls.

"Community. Analyst'Trend Report from May 14 to 20, 1945," 
Report No.. 78, May 22, 1945, 2 pp. - Relocation departures; 
functions of Relocation Advisory Board; Issei bank accounts; 
resettlement assistance' grants; Los Angeles and Watsonville 
resettlement; group relocation; Sakamoto incident in.Fresno; 
blocks with small populations; Army clearance hearings; 
gambling trials. ' . ’ '

"Community'Analyst Trend Report from April 25 to 29, 1945," 
Report No. -74, May 1, 1945., 5 PP. - West Coast resettlement; 
center closing rumor; employment and leadership; Selective 
Service; Youth Conference.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from April 50 to May G, 
1945," Report No. 76, May 10, 1945, 5 pp. - Relocation de
partures; new Relocation Division; evacuee committees; re
settlement assistance.; group relocation; high school ac
creditation; Youth Conference.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from May 7 to 15, 1945," 
Report No. 77, May 15, 1945', 5 pp. - Relocation departures; 
Army clearances; evacuee committees; Fresno and Parker in
cidents; combining of mess halls; school closings'-; "V-E Day; 
suicide in Block '15« ■ ' ' ' :

"Community Analyst Trend Report from April 2 to 8, 1945," 
Report No. 67., Apr. 1,; 1945,' 2 pp. --Upward trend in re
location; election of Council members. ■
"Community Analyst Trend Report from April 9 to 15, 1945," 
Report No. 68, Apr. 16, 1945, 2 pp, - The President’s death; 
response toward relocation.meetings; recreational facilities.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from April 16 to 22, 1945," 
Report No. 75, Apr. 26, 1'945, 5 pp. ~ Relocation; center 
closure; All-Center Conference recommendations by WRA;
relocatable families with school children; Selective Service; 
Poston Youth Conference;' Supply Officer’s death; party of 
two blocks.
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"Community analyst Trend Report from June 4 to 10, 1945," 
Report No. 84, June 12, 1945, 3 pp. - Relocation departures; 
Monterey canneries.; Relocation Advisory Board; transportation 
to Parker; education; releases from parole; Selective Ser-' 
vice; minutes of Relocation Advisory Board Meeting, June 7, 
1945.
"Community Analyst Trend Report from June 11 to 17, 1945," 
Report No. 85, June 19, 1945, 2 pp. - Relocation departures; 
center closure; closing of schools; evacuee government;
Monterey canneries; Delano; transportation to Parker; perma
nent cooperative organization.

"Community Analyst Trend Report from May 28 to June 3, 1945," 
Report No. 82, June 5, 1945, 4 pp. - Relocation departures; 
Relocation Advisory Board; agricultural work in California; 
housing in California; release from parole; sentiment and 
evacuee experiences in San Bernardino, Riverside, Delano, 
Orange County, and Imperial Valley; Dinuba and Reedley hos
tels; group relocation; Camp I administration; gambling; con
solidation of mess halls; minutes of Relocation Advisory 
Board meeting, May 51, 1945,




